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"UFOs are the Fifth Horseman of the Apocalypse."

-Dr. Lincoln La Paz



DEDICATION

This history series is dedicated to the memory of Francis

R. "Dick" Scobee of Cle Elum, Washington, Mission Commander

of the space shuttle Challenger and a "shirt tail" relative

on my Mother's side of the family.
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24TH MAY - JULY 31ST

24 May. Chestertown, Maryland.

Assistant Secretary of Defense.

A Mr. Gale, Assistant Secretary of Defense (U.S. Army), dined at the Great
Oak Lodge on Chesapeake Bay the evening of May 24th with his wife and 14-year-
old son. After dinner the three left the lodge sometime after 9:00 p.m.

The route home took the Gale family through a rural area of fields and iso
lated tracts of trees. At about 9:40 (Mr. Gale guessed it was 9:45 and his
wife 9:40) the Gales' car reached a point about 7 miles northeast of the
community of Chestertown, one mile east of Great Oak Lodge, and about a mile
from "Wharton's Creek." As the car emerged from a tree-lined stretch of

road into open, uncultivated ground, the young, teenage Gale happened to
glance out the left side window. The boy spoke up, expressing surprise at

"all those lights" low in the dark sky. He remembered them as about "20"

lights in two horizontal rows.

Mrs. Gale, alerted by her son's remark and not occupied with driving the

car, quickly turned her head and saw "12-14"(her estimate) lights in an oval
pattern hanging in the air just above the treetops about I mile away over
Wharton's Creek at a spot where there was a low hill and a wharf. The
lights appeared stationary and not very high, perhaps 300 feet altitude she

guessed,but she admitted later it was hard to determine any distance under

night time conditions. Mrs. Gale also said she saw a red light at each end

of the oval formation, a formation which she characterized as resembling an

oval chandelier, flat(not tiered), and that two of the lights on the left

side of the formation seemed to be beamimg rays of light downwards. (See

her drawing)
There was a dirt road leading to Wharton Creek so Mr. Gale turned off the

highway to get closer to the mystery lights. Heading toward the creek, the

car was now facing toward the lights which were directly ahead and clearly
visible through the windshield. Mr. Gale could now give some attention to

the lights without neglecting his driving. He agreed with his wife that the

lights seemed to be 1/2 to 3/4 of a mile away. He hadn't gone far when he

stopped the car so any sound the UFO was making could be heard. No sound

of any kind was detected.
The Gales were quite familar with the countryside in the vicinity of

Wharton's Creek and they knew of no tower or any other structure that could

support the glowing display. Because of the darkness, there was no way of
determining if the lights were attached to a large object, which, if that

was the case, would have to be 150 feet across and 30 feet wide. It was Mr.
Gale's impression that the lights were "power generated" and "man made." He

noted, moreover, the two red lights his wife described, as well as the rest
of the lights which he felt were "greenish-gray" in color. He found the

whole display impressive, comparing it to the lighted super-structure of a

large ocean liner.

For no reason the Gales were aware of, all the lights abruptly vanished.

The Gales waited for the lights to reappear but after a short time gave up
and left the area. Both Mr. Gale and his wife estimated that the sighting

lasted from 4-5 minutes. (1.)
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GREEH FIREBALL OVER WESTERN JERSSX

i Vashlngton, Hsw Jersey, CSI -member Julia lieaker had taken her dog

the backyard of her home when she saw a brilliant green fireball pass

, the tlaa • lltlO p.m*. Suddenly becoming aware of a bright light that
Uluvltiated the landscape, Kiss Ueaker looked toward the north northwest and

•aw, about "65^ above the northern horizon, an intensely brilliant green fire
ball which moved rapidly south southeast in a smooth trajectory across the se-

nlth. The angular measurement of the fireball was slightly less than that of
the full moon. The brilliant green of the main body was surrounded with "spar
kles* of white and green about the edges. It was entirely circular except for
• voT sllTBt dragging protuberance at the rear. Trailing behind the fireball
were acre of the green and white "sparkles." Ulss Ueaker writest "After an

Instant of viewing, a band abo*t one half the width of the intensely bright
green disk seemed to encircle the fireball. This band was a bright red-purple.

I believe that this red-purple ring was an illusion due to eye-fatigue. It was
dearly the complementary color to the burnlng-copper-salta green of the body

proper. The brilliance of the fireball's light would account for the ring's
appearing so quickly after I first saw the object." The-fireball crossed the

smith and was about bo degrees from the southern bortxon when it suddenly ex
ploded, silently. "At the instant of explosion, it was in shape like a rain

drop when It strikes tJte groundt a distinct center with very small fine par

ticles surrounding it. For an Instant (perhaps as long as a second) after this,
• shower of green and white sparkles hong in the air where the fireball had

been." It had been in view for no more than six seconds. Ulss Beaker's lucid

description of the phenomenon clearly points out the typical characteristics of
the green fireball type of'UFO. Tfo are indebted to he* for an ■"■■"iiy care
ful and detailed report.
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UFO researcher Richard Hall published this report:

"On May 31, 1957, a British airliner was flying over Kent on

its way to Holland. An oval-shaped UFO was sighted. There

upon the plane experienced complete radio failure and was un
able to contact London. The radio circuit-breaker had broken

circuit. The equipment was fully serviceable after the UFO had
gone." (8.)

Late May. Milford, Pennsylvania.

Was the witness crazy? She sees a "man."

Here is the story as it was printed in the Milford newspaper:

"Miss Frances Stider, living on a farm near Milford, was doing

chores in a barn when she heard a whirrling noise and saw a bowl
shaped object approaching over the barn at 15 feet alt. It was

15 feet in diameter with a rim approximately 3 feet wide. It
hovered with one side tilted toward her so that she could see a
man wearing a loose fitting suit and helmet, all light grey. He

was standing on the rim with feet and legs hidden by the lower
part of the object. He was average size with deep-set eyes and a
quizzical expression on his tanned face. As the witness recovered
from the shock the object left toward the SE with a spinning
sound. (9.)

1 June. Richard Hall.

By June, 1957, Richard Hall began to make a name for himself in the UFO
community. An article in the June issue of Ray Palmer's magazine Flying
Saucers authored by Hall titled: "Veil of Secrecy" apparently earned tEe
young New Orleans UFO buff the attention of the Air Force, the article re
flecting the views of the military's main adversary, Donald Keyhoe. Hall
shared Keyhoe1s belief the Air Force was trying to convince the public that
UFOs as extraordinary craft existed only in a witness' imagination. Clip
pings from Hall's newly launched UFO Bulletin Satellite found their way in
to Air Force BLUE BOOK records. It would come as no surprise when Hall
later became associated with NICAP and its director, Donald Keyhoe. (10.)

Norbert Gariety, in his own publication, S.P.A.C.E., extended his best
wishes to Hall on the appearance of the first issue of Satellite that was
mailed out to subscribers in early June, 1957.

3-8 June. Barquisimeto, Lara State, Venezuela.

"Red and Green maneuvering bodies."

The one account that best suggests that the activity in Venezuela might
involve UFOs is contained in the following story:

"Reports from this region of the country state that the residents
are alarmed and frightened because of the fact the residents for
the last five days have been seeing round apparatus of red and
green colors maneuvering in the skies continuously. Mr. Jesus

Rafael Nieto, well known and respected agriculturist said that
since Tuesday the 4th (date of the explosion at Arapuey) the matter
was brought seriously to our attention by the intense light emitted
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by some sort of unknown flying device which descended near a place

called "La Floresta."1 (11.)

3 June. Jacksonville, Florida. (11:30 p.m.)

UFO researcher Gray Barker took notes on a newspaper story. His notes

read:

"Man and wife driving north, just south of Ft. Pierce when they

noticed a glowing object in the sky which seemed to be following

them. Stopped the car and object came within 300-400 yards.

Halted, made sweeping reverse turn and took off at high speed.

Estimated 2,000 feet high. Glowed all over, oval-shaped on top,

concave in center, and oval-shaped on bottom." (12.)

■ft. CuimI M»g«ii»«. Jum I l«7.

Saucers Fly Again
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l f til
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3 June. San Luis, Venezuela.

Mr. Ganteaume relates some detail about a manifestation in the sky
over the village of Sa Luis in the Sien-a de Coro area. It seems that
around 7:15 a.m. an object was seen that was: "...rocket-like, going at
regular speed, east to west, and emitting a brilliant light." (13.)

One wonders if the population was merely excited by a meteor shower.
Something must have been going on in the atmosphere due to the fact that
so many sightings were being reported. How could a meteor shower remain
localized in the same region for days?

4 June. Many cities in Venezuela. Huge explosion.

Another report by Mr. Ganteaume:

"A violent explosion so big the earth shook, and the passage of
a giant luminous body on June 4th, caused panic and alarm among

the population of many cities in Venezuela. Probably a large
meteor, this phenomenon was accompanied by a number of reports
that must be considered UFO sightings." (14.)

5 June. Uriman, Venezuela. Night time.

"Little Men attack?"

This next story certainly merits a follow up. According to our source:

"Indians saw a luminous object land and little men jumped
out, who attacked the Indians when they approached (or possibly
tried to capture them). One of the Indians was hit so hard his

arm was almost severed. When this man was taken into Uriman,
the matter was reported to the Captain of Police. The men were
regarded as being remote from civilization and having no know
ledge of UFO lore." (15.)

5 June. Menida State, Venezuela.

Widespread alarm among the population, reports of a luminous object,
and huge sky blast prompted the Governor of the State of Meriada to order
a National Guard unit to search for a crashed aircraft. There was no
word of an airplane accident but there was a UFO report from an airliner
in the region: "Captain Vivas and co-pilot Lopez, flying a passenger
plane off Puerto Cabello reported seeing a luminous red disc cruising at
a height of 9,000 meters, 10 miles off Puerto Cabello." (16.)

5 June. Near Warrensburg, Missouri. (10:30 p.m.)

"Saucer swarm?"

Three members of the O'Brien family had enjoyed an evening performance
of a stage play at Central Missouri State College and were returning home
on Highway 13. At the wheel of the car was 27-year-old Robert J. O'Brien.
Seated next to Robert was his mother, and riding in the back seat was his
wife.

Driving north on Highway 13 the O'Briens noticed a strange "orange
ball-like" mass glowing brightly in the night sky in the southeast. The
sight was so odd Robert pulled over and stopped the car. The three
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O'Briens got out of the car so they could see and hear better. They did

not have to wait long for something to happen. The orange ball suddenly

dimmed revealing numerous small, light-blue, bodies crowed inside the

sphere.

Immediately after becomming visible, the small bodies began to move.

Robert O'Brien describes the sky show that resulted:

"The objects moved away from the point of origin at a high

rate of speed. The objects each took a different direction

and angle of flight, some moved to the horizontal, some

vertical. They circled, hovered and moved about that por

tion of the sky for some 30 minutes." (17.)

Eventually the objects could no longer be seen. Since Whitman AFB was

to the southwest in the general direction of the "saucer swarm," Robert en

tertained the thought the objects were some sort of military secret weapon.

Stalked by a dark mass.

If the O'Briens thought their UFO experience was over, they were in for

a big surprise. Resuming their journey, the O'Briens continued down the
highway in the direction of the town of Lexington. Everything seemed nor

mal, the hum of the tires on the pavement, the wind rushing by, and the

hypnotic monotony of the endless white line down the middle of the road.

Maybe it was just a feeling she got, or perhaps she glanced around out of

boredom, but Robert's wife sitting in the back seat became aware of some

thing behind her. Peering through the back window Mrs. O'Brien was shocked

to see that a "dark oval" was following the car barely 100 feet behind and

about 30 feet in the air. Some small points of light could be seen on the

black mass but that was all the detail visible. There was no sound coming

from the black mass which made the "thing" even more mysterious.

Informed that something "from planet X," or who knowns what, was follow

ing the car and was too close for comfort, Mr. O'Brien floored the gas pe

dal. It was no use however, since the ebony blob matched the vehicle's

speed without much effort. Robert then slowed down to see what would hap

pen. The "thing" dropped back in response, maintaining a constant dis
tance.

Electro-magnetic effects.

The car's radio was on all this time but during the "encounter" it, for

some reason, ceased playing. It seemed to be more than a coincidence when

Robert's wristwatch also stopped, an expensive timepiece unlikely to do .

such a thing. (18.) Our story ends here since our source omits any fur

ther information. We have to assume the O'Briens reached home none the

worst for their experience, but we are dealing with the early days of the

UFO mystery when no one asked witnesses about "missing time."

5 June. Civilian Saucer Intelligence of New York (CSI) is revamped.

The rise of NICAP no doubt was responsible for the purge of the New

York organization. CSI had a core of good people but it had its share of

far-out characters. Hoping to work closely with NICAP, CSI leaders cleaned

house. An airline pilot that had been involved in a famous UFO case had

been asked to cooperate with CSI prior to 1957 but he refused because of:

"...the gradual infiltration of C.S.I, by spiritualists, fortune
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tellers, jerks, crackpots, visionary women halfway through meno
pause, etc., etc. was simply more than I could tolerate. The

culmination came the night that old geezer (I forgot his name

long ago) read some kind of a long, rambling dissertation about
alleged disappearances from the earth of people, never to be
seen again." (19.)

This did not mean, however, the airline pilot was soured on UFOs:

"My resignation from C.S.I, did not end my research on the

subject. During many interviews with other pilots from different
sections of the world I have come into possession of some astound
ing reports." (20.)

6 June. Dixons Corners, Canada.

"A little twist."

There is one apparently minor thing about the next report that suggests
it is relating a real event. Near the end of the account the witness claims
the UFO disappeared(l) after doing a little "twist." It is very improbable
the witness was aware something very similiar had been reported before. Back
in 1952, at Seaside Park, New Jersey, on the afternoon of June 30th, a UFO
was seen to vanish after it "dipped away and turned over."

The Canadian story:

"On this date, my daughter Patricia, who teaches Public School in
Ingersoll, Ontario (a town some 7 miles from our home in Thamesford)
and I, who teach at the Ingersoll District Collegiate Institute, saw
our first 'Flying Saucer.1

"It was an especially clear, warm, sunny day with not a single

cloud in the entire sky. My daughter and I were returning home
from our respective schools, driving along No. 2 Highway, that
heavilytravelled artery from Windsor-Detroit area eastward to Toron
to-Montreal. Just as we were approaching the tiny community of
Dixons Comers, some four miles from Thamesford, my daughter, who
was driving, drew my attention to the sky directly above and to the
front of us. There very unmistakably so, was a definitely circular,
silvery disk. By rough estimate I should say that it was anywhere
from 25,000 to 30,000 feet high. It didn't seem to be traveling
but rather sitting there except for the fact that the sun glinted
upon its polished, metallic surface, in such a manner that it had
caught my daughter's attention from watching the road ahead on a
heavily travelled highway.

"We tried to stop as quicklv as possible in order that Margaret
Hutchinson could get out from the back seat of the car and so be
come a third witness. By the time this took place the object just
seemed to twist and disappear. As we continued homeward, we kept
scanning the sky ahead but never saw it again.

Major Earle C. Shelley,

Fellow International Lunar
Society." (21.)
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6 June. San Felipe, Yaracuy, Venezuela. (6:30 p.m.)

"Visitor from space?"

This UFO was witnessed in the countryside, namely the grounds of the "La

Fundicion" estate near the town of San Felipe. The owner of the estate, Ramon

Cordio Salon, was enjoying the view from the porch of his rural mansion when

he was startled by the appearance of a strange object in the sky. Mr. Salon's

mother was likewise resting on the porch and she shared her son's surprise.

The "thing" was luminous and huge in size, a glowing mass plunging earth

ward in an apparent "fall," but whatever it was, it threw on the brakes, halt

ing its precipitous dive, and then zooming horizontally, skimming low between

two hills. After a brief moment, the "visitor" from the heavens rose steeply,

climbing out of sight.

A number of amazed farm workers arrived at Salom's house soon afterward,

all excited and claiming to have witnessed the same phenomenon. (22.)

8 June. Japan.

Japan observed "International Flying Saucer Sighting Day" on June 8th. The

same afternoon a "tadpole-like" object was spotted at Fukuka. (See the cover

of Van Tassel's Proceedings.

8 June. Chicago, Illinois.

In the U.S. the "sighting day" was marked by a segment on radio nation

WBBM's "Ear on Chicago" show featuring John Otto's Lake Michigan "contact at

tempt." Since Otto never established radio contact with any "saucer pilots,"

its hard to see how the show could have been considered interesting. Hugh Hill

of CBS produced the program. (23.)

9 June. Valencia, Carabobo State, Venezuela.

We don't have any exact location of this incident except to say the wit

nesses reported the sighting upon landing at Valencia airport. It seems that
a DC-3 of the Lines Aeropostal Venezolana piloted by a Captain Vivas encounter

ed an unidentified luminous body in the air that passed within a few meters of

the passenger plane. The co-pilot Ali Rafael Hernandez, an airline stewardess

named "Nino," and a number of unnamed passengers, confirmed the near miss. It

was said the object was: "luminous, flat, slightly round, and travelled at fan

tastic speed." (24.)

10 June. Yokohama and Tokyo, Japan. (5:01 p.m. - 6:40 p.m.)

Cigar at Yokohama and round silver objects making zig-zag fluttering mo

tions at Tokyo. (See Japanese UFO bulletin) (25.)

11 June. Stringfield hears from the Russians.

Even though Stringfield was no longer running his Ohio-based UFO group,

he kept active. With not much else to do, Stringfield wrote letters to a
number of world governments requesting their official opinions of the UFO

problem. Having no impressive credentials, Stringfield had no right to ex

pect any answers, yet he did one, u registered letter from Russia dated

June 11, 1957. The missive was from A.G. Karpenko, Scientific Secretary,

Interdepartmental Commission for Interplanetary Communications Academy,

N.A.U.K., U.S.S.R. The words "interplanetary communications leaped out at

Stringfield. Perhaps the boys in Moscow were more advanced than the West
in at least one category. After reading Mr. Karpenko's reply, Stringfield
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FRONT PAGE PICTURES

. UFOs OVER FUKUOKA CITY, KYUSHU, ON 3RD I.F.S.S.D.

Mr. Ikuo'Koyama, high-school teacher reported that his
wife and his sister and himself saw mysterious objects
in the sky/over the west part of Fukuoka City, on the
3rd International Flying _&auc.er_.SightingJ)ay. They were

"rTt"urnI"ng3iomrfrbm a cinema at 9r5O P.M. in the even
ing of/June Stt^when they saw a tadpole shaped object
with"ttksmall~~bright light in formation. Mr. Koyama
said he.thought"at; first the objects were comets, but
as the objects; descended from the sky, leaving a vapor

trail,:-'they$su"ddeiily hovered in one place for about

three or&qur^jninu*?8' '^hat was it? Mr# Kova1"?-manag-
ed to obtaipi^two: pictures. -,. , : -.] ,
^These^bject'sirMrV; Koyama writes, were very, brilli

antly ^glowingHred 'orange. Also bluish-green with a red
orange core, his sister Miss Yukiko added. The one
object was about two or three times the size of a base
ball, they said. After, a short period it ascended and
disappeared. .Itmade^.no,.sound.' -.ft ;;f .« - .-

A print' of':these photographs is available by
writing^ .F^RG^JAPAN. headquarters. ... \

These photographs were sent to us by the
Flying Saucer-Research Group in Japan
P.O. Box 18, Isogo Post Office, Yokohama.

Editor: Yusuke J. Matsumura

The above article was taken from the FSRG U-F-0
N-E-tf-S t. R-E-P-p-R-T bulletin.

TOUR

Dan Fry,-Durward Fairfield, and Yours Truly complet

ed a successful two week's tour of the Eastern cities in

June. ■'•■■ ' •

One thing is becoming more apparent; Americans are
waking up to the reality of extra-terrestials in our

atmosphere. ~

We wish to thank everyone who had a part in making

our tour so pleasant and successful.
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minute fceftre train of YokDanicaiUa^^rrlTal at ^.b^kTv
M Ykl S

Station, they aaw a ol

minute fceftre train of Yok
Mr. Yuklo Sasegava, one of
wltnosBea aald that It vbb
long and gave off a .
brilliant silvery glow,
and faolng dlreotlon from
south-west to ttfith-east.

tlon and aero. Journalist, also
platfbrm and he estimated the
rcm speed about 400 ta/K

BOfalioraXtreoognli
the object at the'same
'to be length. !orabout

r~- -^T2»y «low«, and — — ,
before. "It was not absolutely

" w One M* J*1* »»w l*t«r *»» iwOl objects'BeeYu i
sky over Tokyo. At least 6 paM«p»by-.ln near Hlohlgekl
.tteatre spotted two small round •livery objeots were ,peon •
In the Bky, main eenter of SokyOi.j-.at 6;40 p.B. Ihesft"-••" -
objeotamade jlg-zagg flutter «ovettentran4 hovered, ' .
faoing south to north-weat. It war same else of watoh- '
sorew-llke very small, about up ito''.8,000 a of altitude and .'
aoout 4,soo m In dlstanoe.lhen th» objects- after 80 seoonda'
period It asoended and disappeared.- Rr, Takao Mlura, ^wpaa
hlgh-Bohool teaoher and other-witoeasea said frt«*- m
not aircraft and nor balloo.na". •-' ,. . - ■ .
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JAPAHBSS ROCKBgRY PPBgyiR. ITOKAWA 3AT3

toe

• Dr. Hideo Itokawa (Profaeaq_™_—„- ..
leading Japaneae rocketry e3per#*«ho^^ill^r©OQntly.wrlting
an book titled UCHU-0 SAHPO ■gTJ^PKPlonio- far Spaoe^ssMTs
about Bookets). This book inoluAWUIO problam^ohapterk 16)
and Jw ooaolusiott as "flying aaflde-ranot'fiotipnJ",' when
dn't vie* and or unnaturallse living:thing* were live la our

earth only. "I think maybe flylag-aaacera oome from another
world". Shia la the firat time,'(Japanese-scientist were

manifest U5O matter. ' - A «ttt*lfl*v|-J *' '• ••, ^o.shi
Dr. Itokawa, who appointed- tofcha,lrman -o* the fa$&Q..,..

Sookot Sooiety, last yetr, and^a£aa?now acting as Q&legLz
Instituto of Industrial Soienoe^fflqkyo University, .^e<hja
designed and suooessfol tests oifflonoil, ;Baby and. X&ppa
rockets for ase 1ST. Soring thi1toolflp_War, he designed
to SHOKI (alllud foroea oode Darned IQJQ) Amy fighter. •

U??8 OTSS F5SD0KA CIIY, E

Vx. itaia SoTama, hlgh-sohool t^aoker reported that h^a wife
and his ulster and himself saw.myfjter$0U8 objeota la. the. sky

Si4.

'tA

over vest o* Fakaoka City,' on-tfte *3rd-J.f^.J

returning hone from a olnema-a$,9|?P p.m. .on.the
Juno 8 when they saw a tadpole|3ttapadupbjeot'wi
bright light in formation. TT*. IjMffTft M" h* *'
first the objeota was a oomet butpAa. the pbjeota fioaoendlng

from aky leaving a vapor ^trallJiai&^aaddaaly-It hovered la
one place 2>r about between & -^minutes..What it was?.,
they were observed and Mr, &yi«tmanaged-tp'obtain; ti
■hot pioturea. ' ' -;;.-'w^w*<"T -*-^ ■'-•••*"-••/•

,; * ;hese objeots, Hr. Koyana.
{,«rUefl, very brilliantly-^T;
'glowing red-orange and it was
bluish-green glow with a

oranga cere, his sister KlsaT
Yukifco aided. She one of \-'-y
objeot tos about vwo or tare©',

timea size of base-ball,* he
Aftor a short period if

•.'■>

said. p
ascended and disappoared.MIadeT

3

V*

.■* n.o°

A print of this photographs^s^anliahle by writing to
— headquarters. >■ J1" -^ '

v
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Honghu: Aomori, Yato, i July, 1957.

Itoriolca, Miyako, Akita, ' "
Sakata, Yamagata, senial,
Fukuahlma, Wak&matcu,
lliigata, Sado Island,
Nagano, Utaonomiya, Maeba-
Bhl, Kumagaya, Urawa,

Funabaahi, Iohikawa, Chiba
Kisarazu, Tateyama, Hito,
Choehi, TOKTO, Eavasaki,
YOKOHAMA, Ofuna, Kamakura,
YokpsuJca, Uraga, lllsaki,
Atami, Shimoda, Shleuoka,

Hamamateu, Hagoya, &lfu,

T K

]jra?.'lng by;

Y. i'at sumura,
FSRG-J.

Toyama, Kanaaawa, IMkul, Tsu, Otsu, Kyoto, Osaka.
Kobe, Wakayama, MaisEuxu, Yonago, Totautori
Hineji, Okayama, Fukuyama, Matsue,

Hiroshima, Stokujfcj&a; .Y&maguohi,
Bofa, Shimonoseki.'

Shlkoka; Takamatsu,

Vokuahlma, Uatauyama,
KouchJ..

gyuahttt Jtojl, Yahata,

FuJcuotca, Saga,

Nagasaki, Ohita,

Kumamoto, Ulyaeaki,

Kagoshima.

Kokkaldo:Hakodate.

Otam, Sapporo, '
Oblhiro, Kushlro, etc.

_T^by do lot of TOO9 appaara In the

ooat-llne?" " ~



NOTE:

This OSI/CIA memo dated 11 June 57 became available at the last minute,

so the reader will not find it listed in this book's index.

Nothing startling is contained in the document but it does confirm

certain information. Phil Strong, the DD/I/OSI was still a prime CIA

contact concerning UFOs within the agency. He justifies CIA interest

in the UFO problem as due to the organization's on-going studies of radical

aeronautical designs. The Russian/UFO theory was still being entertained,

but he denied the idea the UFO mystery was being targeted in a special way.

In keeping with this "playing down" approach, Strong says it was his be

lief the Air Force's General Watson of ATIC had a couple of officers "folr.-

lowing" the UFO question. Could that mean they were just monitoring UFO

reports and not really investigating anything? That possibility is boosted

by what he says next which indicates a definite stepdown in ATIC activity in

the wake of the 1953 Robertson panel: "This ATIC effort is all that is left
of an earlier, larger Air Force Project called 'Blue Book."'

Besides funding problems, this is another sign that ATIC was ill prepared
to handle the huge 1957 UFO wave.

The writer of the memo, whoever he was, seems to have some concerns about

getting the straight truth about the matter of UFOs since he twice used the

expression: "I asked 'point blank.'"

CIA document obtained by Jan L. Aldrich

from the Library of Congress Declassification

Index. #5156. 1979. 16B OSI/CIA 1957.
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PagaV Jdba Hopkins ttalTwnlt
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_ th* Air Pore* and Bar/ (Including th* lavrUj. J. £-}'->.
supported the atady.^Pall eaya .thajr*port_yas_re-* »- ••-*•'-

l^-i/S"".•-•■..: tb» last tvopaguleontalajtte^oiaar^.j'

S.^, *^*tt. t>if study vas** Bade

those ^it*^ do appear sl_ ^_^.^tW ^^~

[ unites Xf eoocamlag natural phetifmma, they are Iiiniai ''<£■>'
ever to the Oeo-rhysles (fait of the PandsBaatal.Belesets Dlvlalon Y^'f
la OBI. Xf they eoscara tha«kardvara aspecta of flying craft, they^i> - •
are tamed evar to the forBoflvsapans Onlt eonceraed with alrerafk ■'"■"
In the Applied Sclae* Division of OSX. Oen. Bataon, ATIC, (PhU ?;'.. ■■

believes) Maintains one or two officers' following th* 00 -">'-' •'
This ATE effort U all that la left of an earlier," * . -■

larger Air Porca Project called "Bin* Bock." (Copy of Project ra- *' '
port dated 5 Nay 1955 U attached, - conclusion* are on p. 9»).
Concerning take on this eaestloa, Phil states that vary little eoaaa

In and that nothing has b»*n received of lapartanca. Tvo or three'

.7*ara a«o^|iB^r*partad toting a flying asaear In vortleal
taka-otr la the Sorlot Ctaeana, bat aothlnc was davsloped hy la*'
talllgenea. (ina^ala tf tola ease Is attached.) This Incident la
tha on!/ "Oap" that Phil ean :

3. X aiked PhU potnt-nlank If tha anuplalned
category eoold lnclnda actual aecrvt Sorla#.adTanc«d aanBautleal

•qalpaent. Ea replied, "Coaealnhlr, Tea." Vionmr, speSanc froa
■0017 h* fait that th* possibility existed that If further «-*''»-+-

tl *aa obtainable, th* remaining saall percestafo of »">«"wi

be axplslaad. . . -v . . » "*

4. X also asked PhU point-blank Unbare vaa any
apeclal collection going on against OTO targets, aftvplled that
there vas bo collection as. sncSh but that radical aefvoautlcal design
advance* sot Halted to flyug ameer types vas • high prtorlty

- eollectlon regulnoent. Zn this regard he added that'OSX has no

Infornstlon coocarnlng new .Soviet design vhlch vould Indicate possi

ble construction of fljlag ssueer type aircraft, the Applied Belences

Division of OSX and ATCC vork elo»oly together la following radical
n*v designs and advance* by th* Soviet*. . • • i
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was less excited by his contact with the Russians. Karpenko had written:

"Seemingly, the communication concerning the appearance over your

country of unidentified flying objects receiving in the foreign
press the name of 'flying saucers' to which you refer in your

letter, do not have any relation to true reality, seeing that ap

pearances have not been observed by us.
"Natuarally, under these conditions there cannot be talks either

about any official government statement on the question of unexist-
ing objects, or about theoretical investigations in this domain."

(26.)

12 June. Milan, Italy.

"High speed zig-zag." (See letter) (27.)

13 June. La Aurora, Guatemala.

"Six sober Guatemalans?"

BLUE BOOK evaluators were not so sure. (See teletype report) (28.)

13 June. Omaha, Nebraska.

UFO from space?

Our source: "CO., Civil Air Patrol Squadron. Strange flying object dived

steeply, leveled off at two hundred feet; estimated speed, 1,500 m.p.h. The
UFO then shot up vertically, disappeared." (29.) What is so interesting
about this report is that it is so much like the June 6th incident reported
at San Felipe, Venezuela!

13 June. Hastings, New Zealand. (10:00 p.m.)

More UFO activity in New Zealand.

A curious light in the night sky attracted the attention of a resident of

the city of Hastings. About 10:00 p.m. a swiftly moving light was seen speed

ing toward the west, and then to the astonishment of the witness, it suddenly
reversed direction! After that spectacular maneuver, the mystery light went

through a series of jerky movements: backwards and forward, leaving behind a

silver-colored, glowing trail. (30.)

14 June. Silverbell, Arizona, (sundown)

A couple of cowboys were practicing their rodeo skills at a field just

west of the town of Silverbell the afternoon of June 14th. Some time before

sundown the cowboys quit for the day and were about to leave in their car
when they noticed a strange glowing globe suspended in the air. The men

reckoned that the globe was about a mile away in an eastern direction, hover

ing over some open pit mines. It was first believed they were viewing a

weather balloon but the "thing" was not responding to the breeze coming out

of the west, if anything the "balloon" was slowly moving into the wind.

The aluminum-like ball shifted to a position above Copper Buttes where it

hung motionless for a time as old Sol dipped below the horizon. A 100 feet

in diameter was the guess made as to the UFO's size.

Suddenly the sphere straked away at an unbelievable velocity. As the UFO
accelerated through the atmosphere, the sphere took on a deep blue-green

color. While in view, the sphere abruptly slowed, its blue-green color fad-
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. * ' Milan, June 14,1957

ied1 Plying Objects",
Via Air Vail •

it Is my duty to inform you.that on June 12,1957

'here in Milan, Italy, at 19*»3O."(Ceiitfal European Tiae) I
was scanning the sky through ny field glasses to follow

the course of the last low fast sailing clouds over the

oity-after a.heavy stora with-strong wind .(7/8 Beaufort's
scale) hail and rain. ■■>''■.'■

The seotion of sky I was looking included the West, Borth
and East parts. The East part in particular was exceptional-
ly clear. Suddenly a bright point coming from East and go

ing westward appeared through the field glasses. . -

This'point followed a zigzag T»th at high'speed for a few
seconds, lowered over the city, became as big as a hen's

egg and then stopped. The estimate altitude was 6,000 feet.

I noted the time on my wrist watch:' it was .19:41.

The unidentified tfbjeqt was very brigfrk {green-yellow in -
color) and apparently revolving upon its axis. 17 minutes

* later it swerved toward the upper atmosphere leaving two
white-orange trails of vapor-end disappeared.

I am sure that this Information will te'bf some help for~

your office. Should you need, further explanations on this

matter I shall be glad to be at your disposal in replying

to your questionnaires, questions, etc.

i. '■'.]..,
For your guidance I inform you that I did npt tell anybody

about this discovery and I address this letter to ypur of-

; flee in Washington because I know it is the-only one inter
ested In the U.F.O. problem.

continued on page 2
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-■.••«.

_ .inan, 32-yeaT-old, and i have a' job In Milan
>nd.ent in English, Trench and Italian with an
"H firm and meterorology is n^ hobby."

orWard to .your comments on the'-above and at your
for further explanations, replies to questionnaires
emain Gentlemen 4Jli.remain, Gentlemen,

troly.

1 • \ *.-••" foreign Correspond'ent

, '401, Italy.
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COATAHALA

XNTA WASHDC ; ''. \\

SJEDEN/ADC ENT AFB COLO

RJEDWP/ATIC WPAFB OfflO

sit sober cuatehalahs^reported ground visual sighting ufo at

14/9399z.fr0h half nile north la aurora airport po one object-

grapefruit size retained bright orange write color and round

shape even. Through thin clouds no trail or sound pd appeared ' .

southwest traveled slowly overhead at 9,000 feet in straight line

making frequent definite stops pd five riles northeast course

reversed by level turn to west pb. then abrupt climb reduced size

to head of pin before going out of sicht overhead po time visible

15 minutes pd weather thin broken s00 broken 10,000 p» visibility

18 pd wind calm pd light drizzle pd-no air traffic pd no physical

evidence ■ , '

guatemala
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ing to an orange hue. The object came to a stop over the town of Elroy,

Arizona. Hovering over Elroy, the sphere's color returned to an aluminum

appearance. Since the UFO seemed determined to remain motionless above

Elroy, the two cowboys raced into Silverbell to obtain a pair of binoculars.

Glasses were quickly obtained and trained on the UFO which was still parked

in the heavens. In spite of a magnified image, no details could be seen on

the silver ball. Mysteriously, the UFO was lost from view not by travelling

out of sight, but by vanishing, or "winking out." (31.)

14 June. The flap continues in England.

Long Eaton, England. (9:15 a.m.)

"Like an artist impression of a flying saucer."

Friday morning plumber Albert Brown was driving his company van back to

Long Eaton after a job fixing a leaky factory roof. Near Chilwell the road
passes over a bridge, and as Mr. Brown approached, he saw something in the

sky apparently stationary. Hovering about 1,000 feet up was a "thing,"

which was, in Mr. Brown's words, a strange object that was: "...just like
an artist's impression of a flying saucer." (32.) The object was silver in

color and made no sound that could be heard. After crossing over, Brown

failed to locate the mysterious ship. Apparently whatever it was had quick

ly left the area while out of sight. (33.)

15 June. Lancashire, England. (6:06 p.m.)

The following snippet was found in BLUE BOOK files. This English item is

probably from an issue of Infinity. (date and issue number not recorded)

?«»ncashire,ai6-{Mr.riawdesley)'^6:06pn-Lu3lnou3 UPO,blue-silver in
color.observed by Astronomer-thru Pockat-Telescope, It moved WIJW
at an altitude of 6*7,OOOft.;at(estimated)5-6OOraph! Traveled '
horizontally 12sec.,then shot-up vertically 15sec« & vanished.
UFO resembled Saturn,with windowsi He had always thought Saucers
were "somewhat absurd".(Clear sky,Estlaated Wind Velocity:Rsr:e:JL

16 June. London, England.

"Room 801."

Was it true, or was it sensational journalism?

A London newspaper printed:

"In room 801 of what was once the Hotel Metropole, Britain's Air
Ministry is investigating Flying Saucers --and that's official...

At airfields all over Britain, fighter planes are kept ready to

intercept, and if necessary engage, any unidentified flying object

within combat range [the room's] existence was admitted last night

by an Air Ministry spokesman. He disclosed that it has been in

vestigating Flying Saucer reports since 1947. 'We have something

like 10,000 in our files' he said." (34.)
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17 June. Glasgow, Scotland.

"It followed them...then dived in front of them."

A press report said:

"Hundreds of people laying on a beach yesterday saw a mystery

object dive toward four high-flying jet planes.

"The jets were barely visible from the beach--at Stevenston--

when the THING appeared from the direction of the sun and

hovered above them.

"It followed them...then dived in front of them." (35.)

The object was seen weaving about the jets. One witness described the

movements thusly: "...as if it was playing tag." (36.) Finally, the ob

ject sped away at high speed. A British Air Ministry spokesman told the
press: "We have had no reports of anything unusual." (37.)

lune 17. 1957

SESSION FOR SPACESHIP SIQHTERS 1

Sirs- j
I was indeed norrv In see voitr story on the space

craft contention held in California ("A Saucer Session
for Spaceship Siphters," LlFt, Ma) 2?)

Tlie serious retearehera in the UFO (unidentified

flj irijz objects) field, curreiitiv dubbed "ufologists," are

slnv ing to clear the field of us own worst enemies- the

opportunist, cultitl. or just plain insane elements They

ore a danger to our researches.

Lcc R Mimick

Editor
UFO Ncmlrttrr

Mornstown, N J. j

Sirs-

I have never seen • spacecraft or talked to a space

man. But I do believe there are some honest people

who huve had llirfte experiences and who have been

courjgrous enough to re|H>rl them in spite of the ridi

cule thev are bound to receive

Do.n vlo W Nov vk
Chicago. III.

The letter writer Lee R. Munsick founded the "North Jersey UFO Group"

in 1954. He was also editor of the group's publication, UFO Newsletter,

which a run of 13 issues. In 1957 Munsick was selected toKelp edit NICAP
literature. Like Richard Hall, Munsick's views mirrored those of NICAP

Director Donald Keyhoe. UFO author/researcher Jacques Vallee described the

policy of the short-lived New Jersey UFO organization this way: "It was

generally felt that UFOs were intelligently controlled vehicles, not from

this planet, that government secrecy was due to bureaucratic automatic
censorship; and that contactee claims should be rejected." (38.)
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17 June. Ohakea Air Base, New Zealand.

Information supplied to the Civilian Saucer Investigations of New Zealand

told of a strange target picked up by Ohakea Air Base radar. As CSI of New

Zealand put it, "normally reliable sources," told about a strong blip that

was registered on military scopes indicating some sort of solid body was

hovering over Ohakea field. A Vampire jet was in the area so Air Traffic

Control asked the fighter to investigate. The pilot of the jet spotted a

bright blob of light at the reported location of the radar target but the

light zoomed away as the Vampire jet approached.

An attempt was made to confirm the incident by sending an inquiry to New

Zealand military authorities. An official reply said:

"Your letter dated 3 August, 1957, in which you request details

of a reported sighting of an 'unidentified flying object1 at

Ohakea on 17th or 18th June last, is acknowledged. I have to '

advise that the only unusual radar indication on the dates you

mention was of an apparently almost stationary obj.ect. This was

due to a radar reflector descending from a burst balloon becom

ing temporarily retarded in its descent upon reaching a temper

ature inversion layer." (39.)

This explanation puzzled CSI since meteorological data for the days in

question show that a temperature inversion was "extremely unlikely." (40.)

18 June. Glasgow, Scotland.

"Faster than any flying object I have ever seen."

A black shape spouting a flaming tail soared high over Glasgow on the 18th

causing some excitement among members of the Royal Observer Corps. The ROC

witnesses insisted the object was unlike any aircraft they had ever seen,

however the facts (the few that we have) do not indicate a high strangeness

case. The R.A.F. Station at Prestwick confirmed reports of some sort of UFO

had been received but offered no comment other than to say they could sug
gest no explanation. (41.)

18 June. Jackson, Mississippi. (8:45 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.)

Professor sees UFO. (See NICAP article) (42.)

19 June. 150 miles west of San Francisco. (8:00 p.m.)

According to our source:

"Several crewmen of the freighter Hawaiian Fisherman, on its

way to San Francisco, California, saw a formation of flying

saucers last June 19th. The astral visitors were first spotted

at about 8 p.m., when the freighter was 150 miles off the San
Francisco coast. At that time Roy Melton (chief electrician)

and Virge Dixon Jr. (second cook), two of the crewmen, spotted

the brightly-lighted objects just off the port beam. A third

object joined the other two about 15 minutes later. Melton

estimated the height of the objects as about 10,000 feet. He

said that they appeared like small moons, 'diffusing a cold,

white, unchanging light.1 After the third object appeared, all
three moved off in a 'V formation and paced the freighter for

awhile. Melton and Dixon took a number of photos of the UFOs,
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College Physics

Professor Sees UFO

Amateur Astronomer V/atches

Through 100X Tele.cope

Prof. Henry Carlock

Professor Henry Carlock, physics

professor at Mississippi College,

Jackson, Mississippi, has reported

sighting a strange object twice during

the night of June 18. An amateur

astronomer. Prof. Carlock said he

watched Ore UFO over Jackson and

Clinton, describing it as having "a

halo of light arcund it and what ap

peared to be three port holes."

Professor Carlock observed the

object through a 100-p>-wer telescope,

at 8:45 p.m. and later at 9:40 p.m.

The observation was confirmed by

another resident of the area, who told

the Jackson Clarion-Ledger he

watched a strange object at 8:45

which "emitted a steady light with

no flickering."

Both witnesses said the object

moved from east to west, and that it

made no sound that they could hear.

Carlock said he watched the UFO for

about a minute; the other witness

said he watched it about four min

utes.

Spokesmen at the Greenville Air

Force Base said their radar sets hod

not picked up any UFOs, but added

the set3 were only calibrated for a

50-mile radius. Also, a GOCTofficial

in Jackson said the local observers

had not reported any unusual objects,

but as a routine precaution the GOC

was questioning radar units. ^
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but unfortunately none of the pictures turned out. Among the
others who saw the objects was Captain C.G. Wertz, skipper of
the ship. The Captain asserted that he had never seen anything

like this in all his sea-going experience." (43.)

19 June. New Zealand "Flying Saucer Ball."

The country had experienced so much UFO activity some New Zealand officials
for the International Society for the Welfare of Cripples sought to use wide
spread interest in the sky mystery for the benefit of charity. The officials
planned a dance they called the "Flying Saucer Ball' to be held on June 19th.
Converting the Ball Room into the deck of a space ship and using special
sound tracks, the organizers sought to convey the impression the social event
was taking place in outer space. The New Zealand UFO group, Civilian Saucer
Investigations, was asked to advertize in the Ball's Souvenir ProgTam. It
was a good laugh for CSI and the group agreed to indorse the light-hearted
evening. Later, in the CSI journal, it was said: "We hope the Martian guests

do not disappoint." (44.)

Martian guests?

June, (various dates) 70 miles above New Zealand.

"We don't know what is going on up there."

Dr. Michael Gadsen, an authority of the auroral, was operating a special
long range radar as part of the International Geophysical Year. Located at
the southern tip of New Zealand's South Island, the special radar could scan
1200 miles out into space. In June, 1957, this IGY radar was picking up a
number of mysterious targets 70 miles above the Earth. Dr. Gadsen said the
targets would move about, first moving northward and then doubling back. The
phenomena puzzled Dr. Gadsen since nothing solid should exist at such an
altitude. Dr. Gadsen remarked: "We don't know what is going on up there."

(45.)

20 June. East Lothian, Scotland,

"...the compass needle was very unsteady."

A group of people watched a brilliant silver-colored sphere in the sky
the afternoon of the 20th. Among the witnesses was a minister, the Rev. J.
S. Ritchie. The shiny ball stayed in view for about seven minutes, remaining
motionless in spite of a wind. At the end of the seven minutes the object
"disappeared in the flick of an eye." The most interesting thing about the
incident was the reference to one witness using a compass to establish the
bearing to the UFO. Just after the witnesses lost sight of the sphere, the
man with the compass noticed that: "...the needle [of the compass] was very

unsteady." (46.)

20 June. London, England.

"Short, stubby, cigar."

The editors of England's Flying Saucer Review found this in the London

papers:

"A short, stubby, cigar-shaped object was seen by people in the

St. John's Wood area of London on June 20. It was reported

travelling at a great speed towards the north. An Air Ministry

spokesman told the Press: 'It was probably one of the newer
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Mystery Objects Id

Over New Zealand
hi..

_ . "WELLINGTON, Wed.

Something queer is going on 70 miles in
space above the southern end of New Zea
land's South Island. Russia's satellite, space
craft and flying saucers have been ruled out,
but whatever is going on has International
Geophysical Year scientists puzzled.

Doctor Michael Gadsden, of the Imperial College, London,

who was brought to New Zealand specially for the 107 Pro

gramme and is a world authority on auroral activity, said that

mystery objects had been observed on radar screens set up

near Invercargill since June 20.

t Tlii- otiji:cls luil been M.TH

rti^liinjr about, firstly (ravelling
north •md then doubling back.

Dt. Gadsden said today he bcliev-

id ihi- objects were in ionosphere:

"II could cither be a little man

vln-nnp around up Ihcrc or Ionised

particles rushing about.

•The fact is we don t knuw whnl

is gums on—iC& lonictlunt; new."
The objects are located sonic-

«litre within 70 miles of the earth.

Nausori Sighting

Malkit Wiiicb, |>v>-liuibUr Jt
Nausori, auil srtrral oilier profit in
the totvn saw f!>•- s/il<lliti- .M>on

afWr U ji.m. on l'iii"iijy.

<Juc ri'jidint. "lio dij nul »n il,

said ho hud b«■■ lold il »:<h ->■ i.-1'>Ic-

for 10 lu 12 ^'toints.

It wn> very I.right, tluu lxuiii

dim .i.i ruiidiliou? liccniiiv i.lou<l\
I'hc satcllltf then became \d>

1-ri^lu In.Ion1 il fm.illx ihsnpiT.ir
itl
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meteorological balloons which, having shed its instruments, got

into an air current at a great height. These are cigar-shaped.•"

(47.)

21 June. Capel, Surry, England. (About 5:30 p.m.)

On a picnic Mr. A.N. Haskett was laying on his back when he spotted a tiny
point of light at a high altitude. It was his impression that he was watching
a flying body. He then saw a DC-6 pass over which he believed was flying at
about 6,000 feet with the UFO a few thousand feet higher. The light rose

rapidly, moving out of sight in seconds. (48.)

22 June. Brough, England.

"Light-colored, definitely circular in shape, and making no sound," that was
what a Mr. Noel Broom said about an object that zoomed overhead faster than any
aircraft. A number of the Royal Observer Corps, Mr. Broom didn't believe in
"flying saucers" but what he saw couldn't be anything else. The "saucer" pass

ed behind a cloud and was lost from view. A Mr. Peter Maroney, who worked with
Broom at the Brough Metallurgical Laboratory, also observed the UFO or whatever

it was. (49.)

23 June. A new era for mankind.

The announcement:

"Soviet space scientists reported to the International Geophysical

Year group meeting in Washington, on June 23, 1957, that they would
launch their first satellite 'within the next few months.'" (50.)

24 June. Flying Saucers are ten years old. (See clipping)

Will the saucer waves shift?

Previous UFO waves shifted either north to south, or south to north, but an
odd thing about the 1957 flap, up to June, was that it appeared two waves were
in the making. Many UFO reports were being made in England whicnsuggested a
wave heading south. If the trend continued, the English wave should move south
into France, Germany, Holland, and the English Channel. Across the Atlantic in
North America reports would appear in Canada at the same time.

The other 1957 wave was taking place in New Zealand, which should be expect
ed to shift north into the latitude of Australia, South Africa, and the Santi-

ago-Buenos Aires region of South America.

If two waves were on the move, 1957 would be a big year for UFOs.

24 June. Vancouver B.C., Canada. (12:30 a.m. to 1:15 a.m.)

Another Mother ship?

According to the English magazine Flying Saucer Review:

"Mr. Herbert Bennett, of 2 Western View, Great Longstone, near

Bakewell, Derbyshire, was standing in his allotment at about 10:30
p.m. He turned towards the west and saw a bright object in the
sky. It was travelling at a great speed in a northerly direction.
The object, which was the size of a small plate from where he was,

left behind a trail of one or two purple balls. These were
followed by a further trail slightly golden in color. Mr. Bennett

called his friend, Mr. Peter Johnson, of Church Lane, Great Long-
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10-Year-Old Mystery
Washington. June 24 W>~And|

a happy flying saucer anniver
sary to you, earth people!
For, to thousands who are de

voted to flying saucery, this is the

big day. |
Fly Like Geese |

On June 24, 1947. a Boise
businessman named Kenneth
Arnold, flying alone in his own
plane, saw not one, but nine, mys
terious objects darting around
Washington's Mt. Rainier.

"They flew very dose to .the

'"mountain top." he told investi-
1 gators when he w as making his
I report, "like geese in a diajjo-
' nal chain-like line, as jf they were
linked together ... a chain of

saucer-like things at least five,

miles long, swerving in and out I
of the high mountain peaks." •.
In the 10 years since this mo-j

mentous occasion, some strange

things have happened.
Thousands of persons have re

ported that they, too. have seen

flying saucers. ^

All over the" world believers
[have banded into clubs—appro
priately, the nation's capital has

a thriving organization—to dis
cuss their theories.

One favorite theory: that these

are creatures from outer space.

Buf don't be alarmed: they are
kindly folk.< How could they be
.otherwise whein^they seemingly

come in such drove-;, and yet
never do any damage?

... Be Kind to Visitors
Hundreds of books and pam

phlets have been turned out. j

Only last "month a British
magazine. Journal of Space,,

was predicting this would be a'
great year for .flying saucers.

And on thn" anniversary date
it's well to remember the Jour

nal's advice:

"Be kind to the visitors who

come to us in flying saucers."

All this has 'taken place de

spite official skepticism. Presi

dent Eisenhower has said it's
completely inaccurate to believe

flying saucers are coming from

outer space. The Air Force saysj
the same thin;, although it still

tries to track down every un

identified flying object It hears

about.
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stone. Together they noticed that this last trail led up further

into the sky to a bright object about the size of a football.
"After watching a few moments, they saw smaller very bright ob
jects --- silvery in color --- come down a short distance, leaving
an orange and purple trail, and then they ijranediately returned to

the parent ship.
"The object made no sound. It was very hard to judge the neight

of the parent ship owing to the lack of cloud as a guide. The
sighting lasted about ten minutes." (51.)

25 June. Baltimore, Maryland.

Were there UFOs lurking in the Baltimore area? Did Defense Secretary Gale's
family see one of them? Without a complete search o£ the local press we little
to go on. There is, however, a brief note in NICAP files that is of interest.
It seems that on June 25, 1957, at Baltimore someone claimed that their: "...
car radio stopped playing and street lights went out as a formation of seven

white discs with red rims passed overhead." (52.)

26 June. McKeesport, Pennsylvania.

"Possible aircraft?" (See BLUE BOOK file card) (53.)

27 June. Bristol Channel.

"Mystery cigar off the Welsh coast."

According to our English source:

"Many people in Ilfracombe saw a UFO moving at tremendous
speed near the Welsh coast on Thursday evening, June 27th.
"Mr. G.F.C. Avant, a solicitor, and Mr. H.C. Challacambe,

a retired naval officer, both saw the object a little before

10 p.m. from Park Hill Road.
•"It was a long cigar-golden object, very clearly defined,

and we first saw it over the Torrs,' said Mr. Avant.

"The object when they first saw it was hovering, and was in

view for more than ten minutes.

"After standing still, it made its way across the Bristol

Channel and finally disappeared in a cloudy haze over the

Welsh coast.

'"Our experience made us do some serious thinking and we
came to the conclusion that there was more in this talk of
flying saucers than we had hitherto thought,' said Mr. Avant.

"Mr. L. Jones, a local hairdresser, of Park Hall Road, also

saw the object. He described it as a long golden-red, and
said it moved across the sky at a considerable speed." (54.)

Moreover:

"A strange object was also seen by many people at Westleigh
at about 9:50 p.m. that night. B.M. Blake described it as

shaped like a pencil and that It was silver in color." (55.)
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28 June. 10 miles north-west of Vancouver, B.C., Canada. (12:05 p.m.)

"The UFO seemed to realize that she was looking..."

In July, 1957, the Vancouver Sun ran a story on NICAP informing its readers

the Washington D.C. organization would welcome UFO reports submitted by the

public. The Lightheat family of West Vancouver was happy to share its UFO

experience. The father wrote a letter containing all the details and mailed

it off to NICAP. For good measure, copies of the letter were also sent to

RCAF headquarters in Ottawa and famous Canadian UFO expert Wilbert Smith.

The letter reads:

"On June 28th, 1957 at 12:05 P.M. Pacific Daylight time the follow

ing incident took place;

"While proceeding in my 21 foot motorboat the 'Harcliff S1 northwest

in Howe Sound when we came within about 150 yards of Hood Point(the

north-east point of Bowen Island which lies about 10 miles north-west
from Vancouver, B.C.) my wife sighted an UFO hovering above the trees

and summer homes located back of Hood Point. On the chart, the dis

tance would be about } mile from our boat. My wife asked me what was
that 'funny looking object?1 When I looked and saw it, the UFO was

about one mile away proceeding west at a fast rate away from us. A

hill back of Hood Point is shown as 1390 feet high, the object went

around it at about the 1200 foot level to emerge in view going souther

ly at about 300 miles per hour (about J the speed of the jet aircraft
we see overhead each trip). We called our daughter (age 16 years) out

of the boat cabin and she saw the UFO at about lj to lj miles distance.

All three of us watched as the object went approximately south-west by

south in such a manner as to appear to pass a mile or so west of the

community of Snug Cove on Bowen Island and the summer residences at
Cowen's Point. It disappeared from view owing to the height of the

island interfering with our vision. As my wife pointed out it seemed

to be stationary, hovering over the cabins until she first saw it,

realize that she was looking at them and they went into fast retreat.

The course it followed would tend to bear this thought out, as it went

away from us it hugged the terrain in such a manner that I thought it

was going to hit the hill. Possibly it could be called an evasive

action for the route it followed was such that there would be no one

around to see it as Bowen Island is only sparsely populated.

"We describe it as being round, dome-shaped, flat on the bottom, no
windows or openings were visible, very shiny silver in color, defi

nitely not aluminum. Size would be 20 to 30 feet across and about 8
to 10 feet in height. Flight was very steady and level while my wife

saw it hovering then go straight up still maintaining it's level

position in the air, then it moved along horizontally until I saw it,

and hereto fore described. There were no protuberances out of it, nor

did it appear to be spinning. No ordinary type aircraft would fly as
low and close to the terrain as did this UFO especially as it was a

windy day. The wind was westerly 25 to 30 miles causing all small

craft to stay out of the Gulf of Georgia owing to the heavy seas. The

UFO wasn't bothered at all in it's level smooth flight against the

wind which must have been bouncing off the trees and hills which it
passed, over.
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"Regarding sound, we heard none. Ordinarily in our boat when under

way we hear jet aircraft 4 to 5 miles away, single engine airplanes

can easily be heard several miles away. Our boat speed was about 6

knots with our engine coupled to a Maxim Exhaust Silencer. Although

it was windy there must have been 20 to 30 residences occupied at

this time, we neither saw anyone come out nor have we heard of any

body else seeing a UFO, so quite possibly it is quite silent.

"Upon arriving at Gibson's Landings, I phoned Air Search reversing

the charges and reported the incident, time was about 2:20 p.m. Pa

cific Daylight. The reply I received was that he didn't know what

it was.

"We didn't report it to the newspapers nor are we anxious for pub

licity in this regard." (56.)

Was this Canadian report the first of many to be made in the coming months?

Could it be the southward shift was about to hit the U.S.'s northern neighbor?

28 June. Christchurch, New Zealand. (10:45 a.m.)

"The look in their eyes."

Sure sounds like a "flying saucer." A press report states:

"Four men working on an elevated machine in Kalapol saw what they

believed to be a flying saucer. At about 10:45 a.m. they saw an

aluminium disc which 'came at them' flying on its side and the sun

gleaming on it. It appeared to hover for a while then flattened out

and sped off to disappear to the west. According to the business

man on whose shop they were working, he was certain the report was

genuine. 'The look in their eyes' bore this out he said." (57.)

This New Zealand UFO report, given above, showed that the other wave of UFO

activity was still going strong. Would it shift to the north? A report from

Brazil on the 30th indicated that was a possibility.

29 June. Between Belo Horizonte and Rio. (6:30 p.m.)

An airliner piloted by a Capt. Saul Martin was enroute from the city of

Belo Horizonte to Rio de Janeiro on the 30th when at 6:30 p.m. a glowing, red-

orange, disc-like object approached the DC-3. The red object maneuvered all

around the passenger plane. The UFO paced the airliner, taking up a position

above the plane at one time and under the plane on another occasion. One of

the passengers was the famous Brazilian writer Professor Aires de Mata Machado
Filho. (58.)

Annoyed, Capt. Martin tried to deal with the problem the best he could. All
of the lights on the plane were turned off except for the powerful landing

lights located in the wings. Switched on, the landing lights cast long beams.
The UFO reacted by turning on edge and veering sharply, zooming away out of
sight. (59.)

30 June. Hagerstown, Maryland.

Our source:

"Late Sunday night (June 30th), residents in Paramount saw a round,

orange object in the Southwest. It looked like a falling star at

first, but levelled off after .uoing downward. Observed for ten

seconds. (60.)
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30 June. Kane, Pennsylvania.

A report found in BLUE BOOK files. Apparently the item was cut from an

issue of the civilian UFO bulletin Infinity.

June 3O-:taj»e.Pa-l:32pn-Large,silver UFO followed b7 4. scalier, one3.ilhe-:iai»e,Pa-i :32pn-Large,silver UFO followed by 1* scalier, ones, (lh
~fast,lead-U?5 appeared to TOW the smaller. ones!);..( 0 ••••_)."

The Air Force and NICAP's UFO Investigator.

The launch of a reorganized NICAP back in January was the first big

step for Keyhoe and the others at NICAP headquarters. The next signifi

cant move was the launch of the group's monthly publication, The UFO In

vestigator. Since the Investigator was meant to be read by memEers oT~

Congress and representatives of the news media, the publication had to be

highly professional in content and appearance. Keyhoe and the NICAP staff

put a lot of work into Volumne I, Number 1, of the Investigator scheduled

for release in July.

MJ-12, Alien Autopsy, Area 51.

In the decades since the 1950s there have been a number of occasions

when it was believed students of the UFO problem have been victimized by

elaborate hoaxes. Some people have suspected the CIA, or some other super-

secret agency, of playing dirty tricks in the hope it would impact the

credibility of certain UFO advocates, groups, or particular theories con

cerning the origin of UFO phenomena.

Such concern could be valid. The CIA UFO panel of January 1953 took

cognizance of such saucer groups as CSI (Los Angeles) and Coral Lorenzen's

APRO, requesting that the civilian organizations should be watched because

of their, as the scientific panel.put it, "potential great influence on
mass thinking." (61.) If the "powers-that-be" went to the trouble of

targeting two modest groups of hobbists, why not the impressive NICAP or

ganization? Even at this early date (1957) the possibility was not lost

on Donald Keyhoe, although he did not become obsessed with the notion.

In early April, when Major General Joe W. Kelly, Air Force Director of

Legislative Liaison, wrote to Representative Le Metcalf of Montana saying

that: "Answers are provided on any unidentified flying objects which have

attracted national attention," (62.) the official letter found its way to

NICAP. Military authorities were furious to learn that an exchange be

tween the Pentagon and Congress could be compromised. The fact that NICAP

broke no law, obtaining what it did through the cooperation of a legis

lator, made it even worst. Frankly, it might be said NICAP might be gain

ing the upperhand. Shortly after the letter to Metcalf became public, an

unnamed Air Force spokesman called NICAP an "upstart organization." (63.)

It was rare for the military to go public with its displeasure, and even

rarer to resort to name calling.

Disinformation scheme?

All this brings us to an episode Keyhoe called: "The Hoax." It had its

beginnings just as Keyhoe and his assistant Investigator editor Lee Munsick

were in the last stages of preparing the first issue of NICAP's publication.

Ivord arrived at NICAP headquarters by special air-mail letter of a "hot

case" in Miami, Florida. In the envelope were three photostats of AP wire-

stories. The material rated immediate attention since it was submitted by
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a NICAP member who worked for a West Coast television station and who

proved to be a reliable source for information up to that time. Moreover,

the style and appearance of the wire story looked genuine to Keyhoe's ex
perienced eye.

Fortunately Keyhoe and Munsick did not rush into print with the story, a

mistake other UFO "experts" might have made. First of all, Keyhoe phoned

the letter writer, who denied the messages were fake since they "came right
out of the ticker." (64.) The letter writer promised to check with the
local AP office to verify the information. Meanwhile, Keyhoe and Munsick
phoned Miami to confirm certain claims made in the teletype story. Nothing
checked out. There was no doubt the story was a fake. The West Coast cor
respondent called back and informed Keyhoe and Munsick that the messages

had indeed come out of the AP .teletype machine, but the information had
been fed to the newswire by a station staff member familiar with teletype
systems. Confronted, the culprit confessed but refused to give a reason,

or to say if anyone put him up to it. This was surprising since a person
could be fired for tapping the AP line.

Afterward Keyhoe and Munsick exchanged opinions on what had been a near

thing. They both agreed that if they had printed the fake dispatches it
might have wrecked NICAP. There was no evidence the "silence group" within
the ranks of officialdom had tried a dirty trick to damage the Washington
D.C. UFO organization, but both Keyhoe and Munsick talked it over and con
sidered it a possibility. (65.)

Volumne I, Number 1. (See the cover of the first Investigator.)

The first issue of the Investigator had the Oxnard case as its lead story
but more impressive was the Iisting~o7 NICAP1s Board of Governors and Panel '
of Special Advisors, the biggest name being Vice Admiral Roscoe Henry Hillen-
koetter, former Director of the Central Intelligence Agency. (See list)

So distinguished was NICAP's leadership many serious and reputable persons
finally considered becoming a member of a UFO organization.

Considerable biographical information was given in the Investigator on
NICAP Board Members and Special Advisors to impress the readership" Within
these articles were a few comments worth noting.

Major Dewey J. Fournet Jr., for example, expressed a sentiment that was
probably motivating many people climbing aboard the NICAP band wagon, which
was a conviction a civilian effort to complement the Air Force's BLUE BOOK
project was necessary since the UFO problem was so mysterious and pro
vocative .

The article on Colonel Robert B. Emerson's background mentioned that he
had been the technical consultant to a small Louisiana band of UFO buffs
called The Baton Rouge UFO Forum. While serving that group Colonel Emerson
had developed an IBM punchcanl system to analyze UFO reports, an attempt to
"computerize" data. NICAP would fail to follow up on this pioneer project

Another memorable article in the first issue of the Investigator was a
bold move by Keyhoe-led NICAP to suggest a "plan for cooperation7*"^ be
offered to Air Force Secretary James H. Douglas, yet another maneuver to
get around the road blocks erected by BLUE BOOK people at Wright Field and
the PIO desk at the Pentagon. It would be asking a lot for the Secretary
to treat NICAP as some sort of equal and deal directly with it, but the
proposal did make the Keyhoe-led organization more acceptable to the re
tired military men flocking ro NICAP1s banner.
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Investigatoir
FACTS ABOUT FLYING SAUCERS (UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS)

- Publithmd by thm National |ny*<fiaatioas Commlttmm an Aeriaf Phenomena -

Vol. 1. N.i 1 Washington 6. D.C July, 1957

FOUR SAUCERS OVER CALIFORNIA AT SPEEDS UP
TO 3600 M. P. H., REVEALED IN RADAR REPORT

CERTIFIED BY NICAP BOARD MEMBERS

Onwfd AFB T.llt NICAP IttelligMca t.r..tiaatad UFO1.;

AF Silent On Finding.

CERTIFICATION BY MEMBERS OF THE NICAP BOARD OF GOVERNORS

"I certify I have seen the ii(«J reports JaltJ April 22 and May IB. 19)7.

describing the radar backing of four UFO's at speeds up to WOO m Its per

hour."

(Signed, Reverend Albert Baiter. SoUna Memorial Church. Green/lelj.

Massachusetts

Dr. Earl Douglass, author of the syndicated column. "Slrtrtgth

For The Day." Princeton. New Jersey.

Frank Edwards. Radio and TV newscaster. Indumapolis.

Indiana.

Col. Robert 8. Emerson, U. S. Army Reserve. Director, Com'

mand and General Stall Dipt.. 4IS7tb USAR School. Baton

Rouge. Iowa

Reverend Leon L« fan, New Jerusalem Christian Church.

Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania.

Professor Charles A. Many, Head a/ the Department o/

Physics. Defiance University. Defiance, Ohio.

Rear Admiral Herbert B. Knou/Us, Umttd States Navy. Retired.

Elliott. I

The report cited was signed by one of four control-tower operators in the

Civil Aeronautics Administration, all ol whom tracked the four saucers at a

large California airport. Since this case is directly linked with thff strange

UFO sighting at Omard Air Force Base, near midnight March 23, the operators

will not be identified. However, NICAP emphasizes that no violation of

security is involved, since there was no CIRVIS message (a report automati

cally classified under JANAP 146, Joint Chiefs of Staff instruction*).

Four flying saucers, decked over —^————^————-

California at 3600 mph, were tracked

by Civil Aeronautics control tower

operators on the night of March 23,

accordinq to a signed report now in

NICAP's possession. The radar re

port casts new light on visual siqht-

MEW BOARD

MEkSERS AM40UNCED

Panel o\ Sfwcl'l Aaviteit

AUa Announced

ings at Oxnard Air Farce Base — at

the same hour that night.

At the time, the CO. at Oxnard,

Col. E. F. Carey, Jr., stated that no

UFO's had been picked up by his

base radar He also said that a let

Continued on Page I

Important additions to the NICAP

Board of Qovurnors and its Panel of

Special Advi.,i*rs have just been made

public, incluling several Wcrli War II

officers, avitttion authorities, an elec

tronics engu»-er, three airline pilots.

Continued on Page 3

8 Point Plan
Offered Air Force

In an unprecedented sup the Na

tional Investigations Committee has

just o/feredAtr Force Secretary James

H. Douglas an eight-point plan of

cooperation to and thm controversy

over /lying saucers.

NICAP made a char that this would

not be a secret arrangement wttb tha

Air Force, but a plan designed to as

sist in public understanding of the

UFO problem. Acceptance by the Air

Force woulj mean providing tb» Com-

miltee with all UFO sighting reports

now labeled as "solved" lor evalu

ation by the Board and the Special

AJvisers. with NICAP's conclusions

given to the Ait Fore* and the public.

"Through our distinguished Board

of Governors and Panel o/ Special

Advisers^pur'growmg membership m

46 states, and by virtue of our factual

evaluation policy, the Commute* has

won the respect and support of many

serious and reputable Americans."

NICAP Director Keykoe wrote thm

Secretary.

Continued on Page i

ARMY RESCINDS CENSOtSMP OHXI
AFIU NICAP FtOTIST

An official Ann cmonhlp orim which
placad a light clomp an UFO rapom at
FortMonmoutfi, Nsmimmy, was nnxInaM

an May l0 <■'•" pranuti by rh> National
tnvastlaollam CommlttM on Aarlal PU-

fort Momnourn HnfquOfian •xptalnad'
*o» rht aacney provision had boon Included

by mlittfca in Intatpratlng direction horn

hlghar authority. It acknowledged thai

NICAF'i action had cauHd tS. conxntiip

wcllan Id bo tirappad from the ravliad

era.,.

Signed by Col. Charlci I. 01 In, Oilof

of Sloff, Iho Oflglnal Ft. Mmmouth aider

carried thm following provision:

Continuea i fage 6
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NICAP

BOARD OF

GOVERNORS
Or. Marcus Bach, State Universityof Iowa,

Iowa City, Iowa.

Rev. Albert Bailer, Robbins Memoriol

Church, Greenfield, Massachusetts.

Dr. Earl Douglou, religious writer and

columnist, rVinceton, New Jersey.

Frank Edwards, Rodio-TV commentator,

Indianapolis, Indiana.

Col. Robert B. Emerson, USAR, Baton

Rouge, Louisiano.

Moj. Oewey Fournet, Jr., USAFR, former

Air Force UFO investigator. Baton

Rouge, Lousiano.

J. B. Hortranft, Jr., President Aircraft

Owners and Pilots Association, Wash

ington, 0. C.

ViceAdm. R. H. Hillenkoerter, USN Ret.,

New York, New York.

Rear Adm. H. B. Knowles, USN Ret.,

Eliot, Maine.

Rev. Leon LeVon, New Jerusalem Christian

Church, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Prof. Charles A. Money, Defiance College,
Defiance, Ohio.

NICAP Panel

off Special

Advisers
Capt. C. S. Chiles, Eastern Airlines,

Atlanta, Georgia.

Albert M. Chop, former AF public inform

ation official on UFOs, Santa Monica,

California.

A. L. Cochran, electronics engineer,

Arlington, Virginia.

Lou Corbin, Chief WFBR news bureau,

Baltimore, Maryland.

Samuel Freeman, past president. National

Aviation Trades Association, Bedminster,

New Jersey.

Copt. R. B. McLaughlin, USN, command

ing officer Naval Ordnance Laboratory

Corona, California.

Copt. W. B. Nosh, Pan American World

Airways, Miami, Florida.

Warrant Officer D. C. Newhouse, USN,

Chief Photographer (Aviotion) who

photographed a UFO formation over

Utah, 1952; Pensocolo, Florido.

W. R. Peters, first officer Pon American

World Airways, Coral Gables, Florido.

Wilbert B. Smith, electronics engineer and

former chief of Canadian Government's

UFO project, Ottawa, Conoda.

Kenneth Steinmetz, businessman, amateur

astronomer and head of the Denver sect

ion Operation Moonworch, Denver, Col.*
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Royal Air Force Review.

Associate NICAP editor Lee R. Munsick, writing in his own UFO journal, The
UFO Newsletter, saw a hopeful sign in the July, 1957, issue of the Royal Air

Force Flying Review which carried the article: "Something in the Sky?" The
essay mentioned in friendly terms familiar UFO material: The Scandinavian eclipse

photos, and the Rouen saucer picture. UFO researchers Clifford Thornton and

Brinsley le Poer Trench, editor of The Flying Saucer Review, were credited as
serious investigators. In all, Munsick found it good reading since the UFO

subject was treated in an openminded and respectable manner. Since the Fly

ing Review was published with the cooperation of the British Air Force, Mun-

sick felt the article would help the UFO phenomenon outgrow its fringe re

putation. (66.)

The big 1957 UFO wave hits.

A mistake often made is to select the month of November as the beginning
of the 1957 excitement. Actually, UFO reports in the U.S. were being re

ported at a rate of about one a day from January to July. In July UFO re

ports in America increased to two a day. • (67.)
As we have seen, UFO reports were already peaking outside the U.S. in

both England and New Zealand. If past patterns held true, these two regions

of UFO activity would shift toward the equator meaning ever increasing UFO

activity in the U.S.

? July. Toowoomba, Australia. (Morning)

Some indication the wave of UFO reports in the South Pacific was on the

move was a sighting by a fanner in northern Australia. A Mr. G.H. Graham,

who didn't recall the exact day, told investigators:

"I was farming at a place called

Southbrook, and as I was leading

the cows toward the milking shed

I saw something coming very fast

towards me from the south-east.

It was very much like a saucer

upside down with a round dome on

top.

"It shot past and disappeared,

only to came back a few minutes

later. I called to my children

so that they could see it too. It

vanished once more, only to show
up for the third and last time."

(68.)

Designer of the 'Togo" fighter.

(See clipping from NICAP1s UFO

Investigator. (69.)

Sgt. Hill "explains" Secretary

Gales's sighting. (See BLUE BtUK

teletype message)

Japanese Scientist: UFOs

May Be Interplantary
In the first reported itatement on UFO's

by a Japanese scientist. Or. Hideo Itokawa,

rocket expert and designer of the World

War 2 "To|Oa fighter, has stated his belief

that flying saucers may come from another

world. Made public in the UFO NEWS

REPORT, issued by the Flying Saucer Re-

learch Group in Japan, the statement was

token from a recent book on space travel

In which Or. Itokawa included o chapter

on flying saucers.

The importanceof Or. Itokawa's opinions

is indicated by his work as chairman of the

Japan Rocket Society and chief of the

Institute of Industrial Science at Tokyo

University. Me is a designer of rockets for

the International Geophysical Year. •
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The air drop seems too close in tune and place to the Gale sighting to

be ignored, even though the flares and flash-bombs released by the B-26

were let go at about 9:30 p.m. and the Gale family said they spotted the

lights in question at about 9:45 p.m. That meant a lapse of time of at

least 15 minutes. Granted it would take some minutes for the flares,
suspended from parachutes, to reach the ground, but without the altitude

of the B-26 and information on wind conditions, one cannot argue how good
Sgt. Hill's explanation can be. Moreover, missing from the report on

the case compiled by Sgt. Hill,is what each member of the Gale family

thought of the flare explanation. One wonders if they considered the

lights they saw to have been too still and too regular in formation to be

something falling out of the sky? (70.)

1 July. Brooklyn, New York.

Report found in BLUE BOOK files:

"At 11:30 p.m., the night of July 1, I glanced out of my window and

noticed a yellow-orange light in the sky due east of my house. It

moved a few points north very quickly and then remained stationary

in the air for 15 seconds. This is what aroused my curiosity. I

watched for awhile and it began moving very slowly from its north

east position to southwest, passing near my house. I watched it

with my naked eyes and then with a pair of low powered field glasses

for about one minute." (71.)

The Air Force evaluated this case as an "aircraft." However, one wonders
how come no navigation lights of green, red, and white, were visible if the
"aircraft" was close enough to display "ports" down the side?

2 July. Lake George in northern New York.

"My God, could that be it?"

Report taken from the CSI Bulletin #20 25 July 57. (See below)

CSI OFFICER SEES 010 '

thla day a UFO was observed by CSI's Organizational Vice President,!
JgK&n coapany with his wiff^Bfcand nearly a dozen others. The •
»rtly after 6 p.m., with the sun just setting; the place the sun-

. daekfof a boathouse about, half a mile above Diamond Point, on the west shore of*
Iain Oeorge la northern Vew York. Harold had just been taking some ribbing from
Ids eoapanleBuboat his saucer interests,, when Lita exclaimed, nlfy Cod, what's

thct?"^flHP*bo now saw it, replied: "Vy God, could that be it7" It was.
A whito^uMnous ellipse about an eighth the slse of the full moon, and three
or four tines as bright as Jupiter, _was moving in a clear sky over Black Ubun-

taln in the east-northeast. tH^Pls emphatic about the luminosity; the glow
eould net have been reflected sunlight, which would have been yellow. (A plane,

reflecting a brilliant golden glean, had passed la the eastern sky a few

sdnutes before,) The ellipse, horizontally oriented, was moving slowly south
ward (toward the observers^d.ght). One of the witnesses noted a halting or
Jerky type of notion. 40Pb*did not see this himself, since he rushed indoors
after a few seconds in a fruitless effort to find his camera (which, when found,
was not loaded anyway)* Re did, however, see enough to feel sure that the ob
ject was not a symmetrical egg-shape, but a thick disc or flattened:spheroid
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(like a white tire without the hole in the center) seen not quite from edge-on.
The object was not fuzzy; its contours were well-defined. Uoving deliberately

southward, it appeared to make a turn toward the east when it arrived at a

position due east of the observers; it gradually dwindled in size until it was

lost in the'afterglow. It had been in view for four minutes by the observers'

watches. It could not have been a balloon, an aircraft, or an astronomical

object. It* would seen to be comparable to the UTOs filmed by 9IVM^BBBbv>
and ■■§■■1^3 seen in the movie "V.F.O."

2 July. Teaneck, New Jersey.

"Like a kettledrum."

A second report from the same issue of the CSI^ Bulletin is included below.

About b p.m. oirthe sane day that CSI vice-president1__
a UFO at Lake George, New York (see N.L. #8), another inte:

h. . vation was taking place nearer home—in Teaneck, New Jersey. Mra

'. y' her 12-year-old son Robert, and his 12-year-old friend Richard Levine, saw a

brilliantly shining UPO of peculiar shape—"likb a ketttedrunu"JiLthe course
of a long phone conversation with the Research Director, nfixmed

the similarity of the object's shape to that of a kettledrum—round en the bot
tom, flat on top*

when Urs.^^^^ara the boys first noticed it, the "flying kettledrum"
was east of their position and apparently somewhat south of the George Wash
ington Bridge. (They live about three miles west of the Hudson River, and a
few blocks north of the bridge.) The object, at an elevation of at least 50
degrees, was moving rapidly and silently in a northerly direction ("toward

Tenafly") in a straight, smooth trajectory* It left no trail. In angular
size, it exceeded the full coon—so confusion with a conventional aircraft- is

out of the question. The edges were sharp and clearly defined, and the object

had a decidedly "solid" appearance* Its color was brilliantly metallic, ap-> •'
pearlng precisely like highly polished chromium plate. Ho windows, openings .
or protrusions of any sort were to be seen the surface was "just an umarred
shine."' ' • • . .-.../•• ;ir--j^: ■ <•< . '

But as it proceeded northward, Its ahiny_flalsh abruptly turned to a -
dull, cloud-like, grey] sh-white color. UrSjgJd^Bhad the distinct impres
sion that this change occurred within the surface of the object itself, and
was not due to the sunlight reflecting off it* The sky nas moderately over
cast, although the sun was shining at the time. The object did not pass in
front of, or behind, any clouds. It gradually diminished" in size and disap
peared from view in a northerly direction, without changing course or losing
altitude. It was in view for no less than ten seconds, and no nore than twenty.

e incident first appeared in the Bergen Evening Record, July 3rd* Mrs*
K had requested the reporter who took her story to advise her of any cor
orating reports;. he called later and told her that there had been none.
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3 July. Secretary Gale comments on Sgt. Hill's explanation.

A polite letter was submitted to Sgt. Hill's superior, A Francis Arcier,

by Secretary Gale on July 3rd. While the Secretary does not express any

doubt about the solution to the mystery, he seems a bit unenthusiastic when

he states he was: "...glad that Sgt. Hill was able to determine at least to

his satisfaction the cause..." (72.) (See letter)

4 July. 230 miles northeast of Rio de Janeiro.

(See article from The UFO Investigator) (73.)

5 July. Mystery lights over Holland. (8:00 p.m. - midnight)

Residents in den Haag and Ottorio reported suspious star-like bodies in

the air between 8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. It was said the "mystery stars"

were larger than Venus in appearance but there was little evidence UFOs

were involved until reports came in from Rotterdam from 10:00 p.m. to mid
night. Many lights were seen passing over from south to north. Here is

the oddest report: "One of them drew a square many times and then flew to

the west." (74.)

6 July. Report #14 and A. Francis Arcier. (See letter)

The BLUE BOOK Scientific Adviser indicates that an update of Report #14

is meant for a wide public release. (Was this to counter NICAP?)

7 July, den Haag, Holland. (10:00 - midnight)

More speeding bodies seen. No high strangeness maneuvers reported.
(75.)

7 July. Kokomo, Indiana.

Amazing balloons. (See BLUE BOOK file card) (76.)

7 July. Vancouver, B.C., Canada. (Almost midnight)

NICAP files contain this account:

"On a clear Sunday night (July 7th) while walking along the street

at almost midnight H.M. Brown of Vancouver saw a bluish metallic

oval object in the sky which he judged to be some 40 feet long and

15 feet wide and perhaps 3,000 feet high, although he is not sure.
It remained motionless at least five minutes and then suddenly

started eastward and in starting up seemed to show a very dark ob

ject like a person sitting on a high stool toward the front.

•Travelling a level course the object went due east, turned a sharp

comer at full speed, when due south, turned sharply and headed due

west and then turned north and stopped finally at almost the point

where it started, having made a perfect square [See the Dutch report
dated July 5th]. After becoming brighter again it faced southeast
and at high speed was gone in a minutes." (77.)

7 July. Johnstons River, Prince Edward Island, Canada. (7:30 p.m.)

"Object changed shape."

Another Canadian UFO report came in. This time it originated from the

east coast in contrast to the earlier reports from British Columbia.
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OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON 2). D. C

July 3, 1957

Mr. Arcier:

- Thank you for your letter of June 25, 1957,

reporting on the findings of M/Sgt. 0. D. Hill

regarding the U. F. 0. observed by me and my

■ family at Chestertown, Maryland.

We are glad tnWt Sgt. Hill was able to
determine at least to his satisfaction the

cause for our concern and interest in what we

observed. . • .

I am looking forward to receipt of the book,
that you are publishing On- this whole subject -.' '
when it is available for distribution. -The

public should receive considerable comfort from

the thorough and careful manner in which the

Air Technical Intelligence Center of the.Air ' '

Force Is approaching this matter.

' With highest

Mr. A. Francis Arcier

Scientific Advisor

Air Technical Intelligence Center '
United States- Air■Force.

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio
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UFO Follows

Brazilian Airliner
On July 4, 1957, a circular, lighted

object paced a R.E.A.L. Airlines plane

from Campos, Rio State, Brazil, almost to

Victoria, the Capital of the Espirito Santo

State. This is approximately 230 miles

northeast of Rio de Janeiro.

Reported by the plane's pilot. Captain

Delgado, the object was also watched by

his co-pilot, radio operator, stewardess,
and ten of his passengers.

The UFO followed the airliner for
several minutes, sometimes speeding up
to fly in front of the plane.

The object was circular "with up and

down parts" according to Captain Delgodo's
report in the newspaper "Folho da Manna"

published in Sao Paulo. Whether this re

ferred to a turret isnot clear. One unique
aspect of the sighting was that when the

plane and the object went through clouds,

"little windows were lighted, emitting a
very strong light, which was put out im

mediately when the object came out from
the clouds."

NICAP is checking this report with the

Brazilian government and the airline for

further details about the mysterious object.
We are indebted to Brazilian correspondent
Osorio Ribeiro de Barros Neves of Sao
Paulo for this information. •
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O o

|.;i-,v.0iiAliDUM T0» AFCIN-X
ATTNt Major Byrnea

.'•ii .n:cTl Treface to Project "Bluo book" Report Hr. 14

'., Mtiuihod Is a proposed "Proface" to Project Uluo Book Report.
in-. 11 currently undor preparation for public relcaoo by your office

'2. linfcrcnco tolophono dlocuooion botwoen Mr. Sandoroon and

office, G July 1957 regarding tho poasibllity that tho material con-
In Inod within thlo prefaoo may bo attached ao an Appendix rathor than

a Preface to oubjeot report.

3. It io tho opinion of this Centor that ouch a proposal would
dofrnt the purpose of this Prsface, which is primarily to:

a. nnko it known,both to now roaders and tho3o fnmlllnr
%vlth tho original roport, tho reason for its w1do
rolease to tho general public, and

b. add a summary account of tho period mid-1950 t,o 1957
in the UFO program, which woo tho original rec|ulr"">"nt
imposed upon this Contor prerequisite to tho roionnn of

tho report,

4. Tho incorporation of thoao two important points, ltema a. and
b. nbovo, at tho very end of tho roport may bo either ovorlooked or
found to bo confusing. It is therefore recommended that, for purpoaea
of clarity, the attached be inserted immediately preceding the report

proper, either as a "Preface" or "Foreword",

.;
-j

1 lncl
Proposed Preface

to Roport Nr. 14 •

A. FRANCIS ARCIER

Sclent ifio Adviser
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A Mr. Robert Brazil reported his experience to the Canadian Air Staff
on July 10, 1957. The first report was not as detailed as a later account

that was published in the American magazine Science £ Mechanics:

"The sky was completely clear and the sun was low in the western
sky. I sighted the object in a northwesterly direction and observed

it for about 10-15 seconds at a time.
"The shape wasn't clear-cut; it seemed hazy especially around the

edges. The object looked lens-shaped when it hovered. Sometimes it

would appear to come directly toward me, starting as a thin line and
exploding at tremendous speed into a large lens-shaped object with a

startling effect. LU. . Jt. u ■«. j
"But more startling was that the object changed shape when it made

a vertical ascent from below the horizon, moved to the east rapidly,
made a 120° turn and dived below the horizon. It seemed to elongate
during this spectacular turn, forming a sort of tail which seemed to
catch up to it after it had proceeded in the opposite direction. The
object seemed to be surrounded by an atmosphere with a solid machine

in the center. .....,-, u
"I would estimate that since it went behind the hill across the

Hillsboro River, about 2 miles away, that it was at least 300 ft. in
diameter but possibly could be much more---maybe 800 ft. in diameter.
"The color ranged from light grey when it was shaped more like a
line, at which time the object didn't seem quite solid. It gave the
appearance that you might be able to see through it. Then when it
came rapidly toward me or made a turn at great speed, it would seem
to bunch up and become intensely black in the center, remaining a

bit hazy at the edges.
"It was silent. Altitude ranged from horizon to 40 above. I would

come from below the horizon, most of the time rise vertically at an
angle, sweep an arc across the sky and dive below the horizon, or
just vanish rapidly, becoming a thin line and then disappear com

pletely. It would sometimes stop instantly and go in another di
rection, at which time it would seem to change shape as described

"The object was 'sighted several times after, at between 7:00 p.m. to

8:00 p.m." (78.)

9 July. Amarillo, Texas.

Balloon? (See BLUE BOOK file card) (79.)

9 July. Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. (9:05 p.m.)

Round, white, zooming object.

A Canadian barrister, Milan Drennan, was playing golf with a friend, John
Posset, an accountant for the Firestone Company. Mr. Drennan states:

"The sun was setting and the relevant time was about 9:05 p.m.
There was a strong wind blowing in gusts from the west, north
west and on occasions we would delay teeing off until the wind
subsided. I glanced up into the sky and the thought formed in
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my mind:'John the stars are starting to come out already.1 Be
fore I could express the thought I realized that what I took to
be an evening star was moving and said to my friend:'John
what's that a plane?1 'Where?,1 he replied. 'Up there," I
said. •! can't see a thing --- yes now I see it.1
••We watched a round white object travelling at a very rapid

speed I never saw anything move so fast and still be distinguish
able. The object was quite high and again I am unable to give an
intelligent estimation of the height. I have seen jet planes high
in the sky leaving a vapor trail. These jets were probably tra
velling at 500 m.p.h. more or less but they would appear to be
laboring through the air compared to the speed and apparent ease

that this object was travelling.
"If straight over my head was 12 o1clock, then I saw the object

at 11 o'clock coming from the south-west and going in a north
easterly direction. We lost sight of the object at about two
o'clock in the northeastern sky still high over the city of Hamil
ton. If it were a balloon it was a mighty fast balloon. It made
no noise. It was round, white and did nothing unusual except

travel high and very fast." (80.)

10 July. Crawford Spring, Oregon.

"Hat-shaped object."

Report taken from the CSI Bulletin #20, 25 July 57. (See below)

10 l<7^7^HHH&te^ili^HHBBl9Bboth of Heppner, Oregon, were piling
K near Crawford Spring (nine miles out of Bull Prairie) at 12:10 p.m. when
they saw a round, hat^shaped object moving rapidly toward the northwest at j
"terrific speed." They estimated its ei*e as about -half that of a forest ser

vice Poner Wagon Truck," and described it as brown in color» "a^lar.^£i®J
pine needles." Traveling in straight level flight at an estimated altitude of
30OQ feet, the object left no trail and-had no visible Beans of propulsion.
However, the two men said it made a sound "sometttng like a Jet plane, only
with a very noticable whistle." As it disappeared from view, it made a sound
described as a sort of "plup," similar to the sound of a bullet striking water.
They viewed it for ten seconds. The men immediately reported the incident to
the Madison Butte lookout high in the Blue Mountains, southeast of Heppner.
(The "hat-shape" is reminiscent of the Tnin Falls, Idaho report of Aug. 13,
19U7 (Blue Book Report flit, case #DC); the Great Keadows, K.J. case of torch
6, 1957(H.L. #7, p. 23); and the whittier, Calif, report of August22, 1957
(see following page). The brown color is vtrr unnaual.) — Heppner (taette-

7/U.

11 July. NICAP gets noticed. (See clippings)

12 July. Chicago, Illinios.
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■.•WashlngfonVJuly 11 (/P)—Aj
'group devoted'to the Inyestlga-;
tlon; of flying saucer reportsi

'said.today;that four unidenti-|
Aed'flylng objects were' docked) °

by radar over'the Los Angeles

area at 3.600 miles'an hour near'
midnight last March 23.

The1 National" Investigations
Committee on'-Aerlal "Phenome
na said It had /possession of a
report on the sighting, signed

by one of four Civil Aeronau-I
tics Administrations' control-
tower operator* "at anuiirport In
the general Los Angeles area."

The committee added. In the
first issue of its new magazine.
The U.F.O. Investigator, that ail
four operators tracked the "four

flying saucers."' The magazine
said it withheld the names of
the operators and the name of
the' airport In order to protect
the source of Its information.

It said visual sightings were
reported at the same hour that
night, at Oxnard Air Force
Base, near Los • Arigeles.- al
though CoUE. F. Carey; Jr.,'the
base commander, -was ■ quoted
as saying that no unidentified

objects had been picked up by
the base radar. Carey.also was|
quoted as saying that a Jet pilot,
ordered- to search/the area, saw
nothing' although airmen, po

lice and others reported a mov
ing object flashing a brilliant
red-light-- . -.- ; ■ ," -i

* \Ti" i ;. -

WHIZZING OBJECTS 'SEEN* ' "

3,600 MPH Objects
Flit Across L.A.
WASHINGTON UP—A group

devoted to the investigation of

flying saucers reports said

Thursday that four unidentified

Hying objects were clocked by

I radar over the Los Angeles area
at 3.600 miles an hour near mid
night last March 23.

The National Investigations
Committee on Aerial Phenom
ena said it had possession of a

report on the sighting, signed by

general Los Angeles area "

The committee added, in the'
first issue of its new magazine.
•The U.F.O. Investigator." thai
ail four operators tracked thci
"four flying saucers." The mag

azine said it withheld the names

of the operators, and the name!
of the airport in order to pro-)
tect the source of its informs-'
Uon.

It said visual sightings were
reported at the same hour that

one of four Civil Aeronautics night at Oxnard Air Force Base
Administration control - tower mar lm Angeles, although Col!
operators "at an airport Injhc E. F. Carey Jr.. the base com

mander, was quoted as saying

that no unidentified objects had
I been picked up by the base
j radar Carey also was quoted as
saying that a jet pilot, ordered

to search the area, saw nothing

although airmen, police and

others reported a moving object

New York Times

Jtily 12, 57

4 Objectt Reported

Flying 3,600 M.PM.

WASHINGTON. July 11 (DP)
—A Government radar set

tracked four unidentified fly- '

ing objects traveling up to
3.800 mllea an hour over Cali
fornia last spring, a private '.
research organization said to- !

day.

The Incident wis reported to
tht National Investigations
Committee on Aerial Phenom

ena by Civil Aeronautics Ad
ministration control tower op

erators In the Los Angeles

area. The committee disclosed
lu report In the first Issue

of lu monthly -*«|r"<-r

The magazine said the

tower operators reported that

an object appeared on the

tower radarscope on March
23. In the next few minutes.
It said, three more objects |
were tracked at speeds esti
mated at nearly 3.800 M. P. M.

The committee was formed

several months ago to Inves
tigate "Dying saucer" reports.

flashing a brilliant red light.
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"What-is-it?" (See clipping)

Radio commentator Lowell Thomas had a lot of fun with the Chicago tumult

with jet fighters going on alert, jammed phone lines at police stations,

and some guy calling the Sheriff, urging everyone to repent because it was

the end of the world. The Weather Bureau, Mr. Thomas announced, had ex

plained everything as due to a high flying weather balloon. Everything,

said Thomas, that is: "...but the 'little men1 running around on it."

(81.)

12 July. Preface to Report #14. More work to do.

Even though Report #14 was controversial, the Air Force still considered

it the best weapon against critics like NICAP. Apparently the military

felt few people ever read the body of a long report. Conclusions given in

a preface carried great weight, something the later Condon report proved.

Note the care taken to come up with just the right words when BLUE BOOK

authorities discuss a new preface to an updated Report #14. (See memo)

The BLUE BOOK people would have done better if they had checked their math.

12 July. "Hostile, menacing, constituting a danger?" (See Investigator

article) (82.)

13 July. Bedford, Ohio. (10:10 p.m.)

Our story:

"At 10:10 p.m., two brilliant objects whizzed through the Ohio

night, so fast that no one got a good look at them, let alone had

a chance to photograph them. Five minutes later, however, they

reappeared, moving at a much slower rate of speed and this time

they were viewed through high-power binoculars ---and photograph

ed. Through binoculars, the observers could discern a true disc

shape and could tell that the objects appeared to be quite large.
Then, the two objects appeared to 'split' into four, and dis

appeared in different directions." (83.)

13 July. Flying disc man from Mars?

A story out of New Mexico on the 13th suggested that some flying saucers

were coming and going out of a volcanic crater located near the city of Dem-

ing in the southwest part of the State. There were two supposed witnesses.

One was a newspaperman and the other a woman theater owner.
An investigative team from the 685th AC§W radar station at Las Cruces

was ordered to make inquiries and it was determined that the witnesses were

unreliable and were probably attempting some sort of promotional stunt.

There is no way of knowing without checking old newspapers, but it is

possible the woman was showing some kind of space flick at her movie house.

In fact there was a Republic serial making the rounds in those days called

Flying Disc Man From Mars , a story about a Martian invader that establishes
aoase of operations inside a volcano crater and who flys in and out while

attempting to conquer the world. Oddly enough, there was no "saucer" in the

film, the only craft being an incredibly fat little airplane the actors re

ferred to as a "semi-disc." If this supposed action-adventure was on the

bill at the woman's theater, it would certainly need some help to keep the

kids coming back every Saturday for 12 weeks to see every episode of this
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w •... _ 12 July 1»'ii7

;tl5!.'.O TOJ Dr. Mlloy, AFCIN-434

Mr. Ardor, AFCIN-4X

SUDJECTt Preface to Project "Dluo Book11 Nr. 14

1. Roforonoo la made to tho rooont 3A0 mooting In which certain
polnta and approachoa for proparlng aubjoot profaco woro vUirunnndt

2. Attaohod horowlth la a rewrite of tho orlglnnl pr^c-. - >,
Incorporating ths rooommendatlona and boat arguments advancod by tho

SAG conferees.

3. Tho preface waa preparod around tho framework of the original
draft.so splendidly prepared by Dr. Byors, and In no way Is tho subatance
of his approach and presentation woakened. The objective hero waa to:

a. Introduce tho subject In a manner easily understandable

to tho bulk of tho roadoro.

b. discreetly malre It known that we have considered those
dotractors and UFO experts who are familiar with the

report.

c. leave the Impression of "good faith" towards the public,
admitting we aro aware of their interest In tho subject.

i!
ii

7/i

GEOROji T. GREGORY/
Captain USAF'
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AUGUST-SEPTEMBER. 19S7

Air Force Admits

Its Pilots Have

Fired On UFOs
The U. S. Air Force has officially ad

mitted that some of its'pilots hove fired on

unidentified flying objects. This fact was

mode known on July 12, 1957, in a letter

from the Air Technical Intelligence Center

at Wright-Potte«orL Air Force Bose. The

letter was signed by Capt. Wollace W.

Elwood, Assistont Adjutant.

The admission, however, was qualified

by o puzzling statement that the objects

proved to be conventional, olthough at

firs) the pilots evidently considered them

to be a threot to the safety of this country.

"In a few cases," the ATIC letter reads,

"Air Force pilots hove officially reported

firing on flying objects which they could

not identify, but which were later deter

mined to be conventional objects. The

orders to pilots are to fire on on unident

ified objoct only if it commits an oct

which is hostile, menacing, or constituting

a danger to the United States."

As o result of this letter, NICAP aslced

the Air Technical Intelligence Center

two questions:

1. What were the conventional objects

the pilots first mistook for UFOs?

2. What hostile or menocing acts

caused the pilots to fire on the objects?

Because no satisfactory onswers were

received, NICAP has forwarded the ques

tions to the Air Force Chief of Staff.

Definite answers have been promised

ondthey willbe included in the next issue.

In connection with the firing report, on

Air Force statement to Rep. lee Metcalf

(0., Mont.) on Jonuory II, 1957, seems
of speciol interest.

"Air Force interceptors still pursue un»

identified flying objects as a molti-r of

security to this country and to determine

technical aspects involved. To date, the

Hying objects hove imposed no threol to

the security of the United Stoles and its
possessions."

Though several firing incidents hove

been rumored in the lost ten yean, only

three are a matter of record

The first incident, which occurred over

New Jersey, was admitted in Decemoer of

1949 at a press conference by Major Jere

Hoggs, USAF Intelligence officer. This

conference was also attended by General

Sory Smith, then Director of Air Fores

Public Information.

The sacond case was revealed by Captain
t. J. Ruppelt, USAFR, former heod of

Project Blue Book, in "The Report On Un

identified Flying Objects." In thii m,

on Air Force pilot opened fire on a disc-
shopedob|ect which hod descended beneath

and ahead of his fighter. Apparently no

hiu were scored. The pilot wai immedi
ately grounded.

In case three. Air Force jets opened

fire on o UFO which was circling a
weother balloon near Rockford, Illinois.

According to Ground Observer Corps wit

nesses, the Jets set the balloon ofire and
the UFO escaped.

NICAP is investigating oil phoses of
this situation and will report its findings
in the October issue, together with the
Air Force answers. •
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This is another last minute insert not covered in the book's index.

14 July. A big UFO day in Brazil.

The item below is probably from the Sao Paulo UFO Critical Bulletin.

/ UFO ESCORTS A B-26 OF BHAZILIX1 AIR FORCE

B£LO HORiaJNTc (Minas Gerais State, Brazil)—This happening didn't appear on the

press, and the witnesses' names must be kept secret for obvious reasons. There are none

similar AFR 200-2 penalties in Brazil, but the FAB (Brazilian Air Force) controls its
officers and personnel due to the claimed national security. Besides, such military pol

icy does exist all over the world.

This case is typical of the known following-planes' pattern. It was sent me by the
skilled ufologlst Cmmdr. Hulvio Brant Aleixo, C.I.C.O.A.H.I. Pres., Belo Horizonte, the

excellent & objective UFO organization.

Here it Is: On July 14, ab. 8:26 p.m., the tower controller on the Airport of Pam-

oulha saw a still lioht in the sky, ab. 270 degrees.

'be sure that the light wasn't a balloon,*"! (phon

ed to the Meteorological Institute, which answered that there weren't balloons In the

sky.

Then, he radioed to the commander of a military plane, who was asking permission to

land. The controller said: "Please make a curve of 180 degrees crossing the landing

strip (normally a case for emergency), and then put the nose of your plane at 270 deg

rees. After, please confinn or not the appearance of a luminous object in such a* course."

The commander, an officer who was in duty piloting a B-26 of the FAB toward the

north (his Base at Natal, Hio Grande do Norte State), immediately did what was request
ed by the controller. Afterwards he landed and confirmed the sighting. His landing was

prompt and normal, disappointing the tower controller. Then, this one decided to point

upwards his luminous pistol in direction of the light, giving intermitent signals in
green, yellow and red colors. Just at that moment, the UFO began to change its colors,
from the ambar to an Intense green. Returning to its initial color, a white light, the

UFO darted up and disappeared in the darkness of the night.

This detail startled more yet the controller, who decided to phone the pilot already

in the canteen. He said he was surprised by his Indifference concerning so strange a

phenomenon, avoiding a close investigation in order to discover something ab. that

unknown light. The officer answered at once, saying that he didn't want to get closer
the UFO, just on the contrary he wanted to escape from that aerial object which was

following his plane since almost an hour of flying from Pico do CoutO vicinities.

Twenty minutes after, the officer asked permission to the controller to take off

with the lights of his medium bombing plane wholly unlit, Just to avoid the UFO pursuit.

The B—26 was strongly armed and was carrying a crew of five.

The incident was registered on the Airport's book of dally occurrences, and after
wards was transmitted to the FAB—Dlretoria de Rotas Aereas (Mr Routes Administration).

Any other news ab. the case will be disclose by this bulletin, even names if poss

ible J.t.F.
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turkey that had a pocket change special effects budget.

Was the Air Force ready?

What saves the aformentioned New Mexico report from the trash bin is an

official admission found among various remarks by BLUE BOOK evaluators. (See

snippet from military document) (85.) The U.S. was on the verge of one

of the biggest UFO waves in history and the Air Force had no money!

/uNCLAS/AISOC 045PD REFERENCE TOUR AFCIN-4Eft-7-4r58T-E PD ATIC FOBHS

164 WERE SENT TO OBSERVERS ON 29 JULY 37 PD RESULTS O^WALTSIS WILL

BE~ FORWARDED TOUR CENTER PD DUE TO LACKOF FUNDSJTOR 'WesTTCATTOH /

CF UFOBS BY THIS ORGANIZATION AND AIR DEFENSE COMMAND NO FURTHER /

ACTION CONTEMPLATED PD END w

14 July. Off the Brazilian southern coast. (5:50 p.m.)

The Sao Paulo, Brazil, civilian UFO group, Centro de Pesquisa dos Discos

Voadores, which published the English language UFO bulletin The Flying Saucer,

was contacted by Captain Tulio Ribeiro, who was a pilot for Cruzeiro do Sul

Airlines.regarding an aerial encounter off the southern Brazilian coast.
Here is Captain Ribeiro1s report:

"On July 14, 1957 at 17:50 o'clock local time (20:50 GOT) we were

flying the Convair PP-CDY, 4,200 meters high, magnetic heading 235,

near Rio Doce, about 100 kilometers from the coast, when my co

pilot called our attention to a strange luminosity ahead of our

plane, a little to the left and on a slightly higher level.

"The light was white and its intensity was something none of us

had seen before. It grew rapidly in size and when it was at an

estimated 20 kilometers from us, it made a 90 degrees sharp, very
sharp turn to the left and flew toward the coast. At the moment it

changed its course we were able to clearly see that it was some sort

of cigar-shaped form, thicker in the middle than any cigar. It was

totally white as though it were made of aluminum.

"Then we saw that the white luminosity was ahead of the body or in
the front part of it. It could be compared to water fended by the

keel of a fast moving motor-boat-you know, that thing we call 'mus

tache,' only instead of water, the spray was luminous. Behind the

body we could see orange, red and blue colors changing in quick

succesion. The speed was 'enviable' and we had the stranger in

sight for 10 or 15 seconds. The flight was horizontal all the time;

the day was clear and no stars were visible at the time." (86.).

15 July. Project WHITE STORK.
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Some otherwise unimportant paperwork found in BLUE BOOK files concerning

a meteorite shaeds some light on WHITE STORK, its purpose and the fact the
project was still in existence in 1957. (See BLUE BOOK document) WHITE

STORK was run by the Battelle Institute in Columbus, Ohio. BLUE BOOK ex

perts included a newspaper clipping about the institute in its file on the

meteorite case. (See clipping)

16 July. Katoomba, Australia. (8:30 p.m.) (See report by "The UFO In

vestigation Centre," Sydney, Australia) (87.)

17 July. In the air over Mississippi, Louisana, Texas, and Oklahoma.

(5:10 a.m. - 6:40 a.m.)

Abstract of case by Dr. James McDonald:

"An Air Force RB-47, equipped with electronic countermeasures (ECM)

gear and manned by six officers, was followed by an unidentified ob
ject for a distance of well over 700 miles and for a time period of
one and a half hours, as it flew from Mississippi, through Louisiana

and Texas into Oklahoma. The object was, at various times, seen vis
ually by the cockpit crew as an intensely luminous light, followed by

ground-radar and detected on LCM monitoring gear aboard the RB-47.
Of special interest in this case are several instances of simultan

eous appearances and disappearances on all three physically distinct

'channels,' and rapidity of maneuvers beyond the prior experience of

the crew." (88.)
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SBTION FORM

JOIiftT

Examination of M-»t«ori*e

rnit AFCIN-t»E2 0111 15 July 1957' eo»<»Ein no. i

gs,-—7""°* """""■= is made to discussions between CaptainJjEssory relative to the
meteorite left in. the Air Weapon Materials Branch for e.raajjBtion.

i*i25£.t ^•'sample in our possession is unquestionably s. meteorite, but appears
t*,o«'*t least 100 years old.. An examination in this case would have no intelli-

• genceVralue'XroB the standpoint of U70J- -'.-'-.--

"r'-.- V- ::>^ ■ ' ' '.£;'-■
.' /.3- ■'Although there has been quite a bit of' study en meteorites in connection

with heat-transfer as applied to guided edssiles, these studies hare been snde"
on netal'meteorites and not the stoay types such as the one suSaiitied. Kowerer,
aerodynamic flow patterns are being studied qn. all.tgpt* of Mteorilss, and for
this, reason thia staple'will'be eutoitted tc *£"-ite Stork.'

'••k.i•- Ccniposition analynls does not appear warrnnted, since all.of thostcny
neteorites fall into the s«n« cotegcry.' Ibe Smithsonian Instittrtiori, Wanhinstw,
D. C, can furnish the general analysis of all storey type moteorites.

. 5. White Stork will al?o b« asked about the B»netar7 vulae of this metsortte.
Dr. ..H. fl'.-ilitteager, American Kcteorito Muaen, Sedenia, Arizona^ c<nld mate full
asseaae-nt of the dollar T&lue. ,..;-.-•.; - - . *"

iojf^t',- '■ •. ••■'<:s ' - " •; •• . ■•' ""
■\6V A- full report will be furnijrtwd youi- office oa receipt leta .fait- Stork:.

Institute 5

Meteorites For

Missile Data
Th» rmufan' of Bmiyfa ml».

•I'm «(iKh h»v« brai bombard-
ln» rtrm tnm ou»»r tp«c* tlm
the b«TinntaT el «m» in bunt
•"JlL-nl b? tKhnktera dVtrlsp.

_ lr- bKtrr pndrd miai!«s.

At tht BltttU* tetitut* in Qv

lumt<n. mrMnr (or O» WntM
Air - -Air Dwriovntnt Ontcr, brh-
nltiw* an emnjnlnc rotpnritn
to •*• ham Say nrrlrfd ewlr

- CuW<« miauo. tomtBRt «
Mfh tp>rti la the IHt«o»cra-

i. KkKTlN

- . Acting GilelT
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^ .."? ' < REPORT OH KATnOMBA U.F.O.'S.

'f in the middle of July the small town of Katoomba got in the "big
* news'". "TOWN AWAITS FLYING SAUCER", "RAAF TO STAND BY -

•*■' FMIlffi SAUCER HUNT" - these were some of the headlines in Sydney's

<!f papers.
...This is how it all began.

$^'" - On Tuesday nifcht, July 16th, a Mr. John Hickey, Sen., saw a
[strange object over Katoomba. His wife and son also saw the UFO.

V, A police officer corroborated the sighting.

' I'", Por the following three or four days a number of reports

I About UFO activity over Katoomba and Sydney were published in the

tows.' 1 • ■
00 Friday, July 19th, Flight Lieut. H. J. Harley of R.A.A.F.

^Identified the lights over Katoomba as the star Canopus.

On Monday, July 22nd, Dr. C. S. Gum, Deputy Director of

^Sydney Weather Bureau, wrote off more than 99^ of UFO sightings
1'over Katoomba as "starshine".

While Dr. Gum and Flight Lieut. Barley aro correct in ;

ing ^that a certain percentage of reports can be attributed
-observations of Canopus, Venus, or Jupiter, this percentage is

less than the 995? estimated by Dr. Gum.

'■'- 'The authorities have made a general statement and offered

. opinion. We have carried out a detailed analysis and are

'^offering facts.

a&£*... ■ A number of UFO Investigation Centre members went to Katoomba

'"the International F. S. Date, July 27th, Saturday. The weather
a delightful in the Blue Mountains and we investigated the

ickeys1 case on the spot.

The main features of this sighting are as follows;

lne: About 8.50 p.m. on Tuesday, July 16th at Katoomba, from a

„ ' house on the northern slope of a mountain.

^Duration of observation: About 15 minutes.

A very bright oval object estimated to be about half the

size of tho moon. It had two horizontal beams and two

narrowor ones pointing downward at an angle. There was

also a smaller light on the body of the UFO which was com

pared to "a torchlight" &oing on and off. The object was

described as "bluish in colour". It gave off a vapour.

The object approached with a sound similar to that of a jet.

The sound ceased as the object slowed down. Brilliant

flashes were seen from over Sydney at the time of observation

in the general area of the sky occupied by the UFO.

resent! Very fast, slowing down to a stationary position in which

the object was clearly observed for six minutes. The UFO

moved across Katoomba from South to North, then turned

North-East.'

Ltion in the sky: Approximately 30 degrees above horizon in the

North-East.
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ve»: Kr. John Rickey, Sen., a businessman, and his wife, also his

son, 2J-year old John Hickey. No-one in the family had

believed in "flying 'saucers!. police Constable Bourke
corroborated the sighting.

1 and Astronomical Data

•il-l

Wind; Maximum velocity 27 m.p.h. at 7-55 p.m. from W.S.W. to E.K.E.

Weather; Clear, frosty night.

Planets; Venus sets at 6.59 p.m. Jupiter sets at Io.o5 p.m.

Stars; Canopus low in the South and South West.

flanes; Hone, according to Civil Aviation Department.

ErfrluatJon; By the process of elimination we can discard low-flying
balloons as the object travelled at 60 degrees to direction of
wind. Canopus is not the answer in thie case because it was
behind the observers. Venu3 was below the horizon. Jupiter was
approximately 30 degrees in the West. Ho planes according to

I aviation authorities, in our investigation we asked Mr. Hickey,
; Jun. to sketch the object and the apparent magnitude of the stars
.; in the background. The UPO was computed to be about the size of

a half-moon or slightly less, it produced a sound at first, it
changed speed, and became stationary at one time. In view of the
above weather, astronomical and aviation data, this is an
Unidentified Plying object.

next report we are about to evaluate comes from a reliable observer.

5.45 p.m. on Thursday, July 18th, from Hornsby (a suburb of Sydnov}
loo of Otaeavatton: lo minutes. '*

A bright red and bluo-green object with a brilliant exhaust,
yellow turning white.

nti Hovering over the Pennant Hills radio station for 5 minutes,
than moving south-west.

Mr. A. 0. Parr - a physics and chemistry teacher, formerly a
R.A.A.F. man. Mrs. Parr was in the W.R.A.A.P. during the war.

and

i!. f JSLaS; 25 m.p.h. at 11.40 a.m., South to Worth.
'•'. I'' Weather; clear

[|\ , .' planets; Venus sets at 7.03 p.m., Jupiter at 9.58 p.m.
Stars; Canopus low in the South.

Planes; Ho information.

P'«&T-,iM" The object flew against the wind. Venus and Jupiter were far
'' ' tTam the Portion of the sky observed. Canopus was in the south.

A former R.A.A.F. man, who is at present a physics teacher,
is not likely to mistake a plane or Canopus for something
unconventional.
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This case, often referred to as "The RB-47 Incident," is certainly worthy
of interest although there is some confusion over the position of the UFO
during the encounter. It was night and the direction of various radar re
turns, light sources, and pulses of ECM energy, have to be plotted with care,
especially since the SAC bomber involved made some turns during the incident!
The case does little to advance our knowledge of UFOs except, perhaps, the
possibility UFOs can generate an electronic pulse of a frequency of 2950-
3000 me.

Perhaps this case is better suited to serve as an example of how problems
arise when an attempt is made to gather every bit of information.

First of all, if a report is suppose to be in BLUE BOOK files\ that does
not make finding it a snap. Often the date of an incident is confused with
the date of the paperwork on the case. This is what happened to the RB-47re-
port. a major, review of the RB-47 case by the Condon committee ran into such
a problem when it could not locate the official file. Apparently time con
siderations prevented a page by page check of BLUE BOOK records. For one
Condon investigator, Roy Craig the radar expert, missing Air Force paperwork
was enough to disqualify the RB-47 case from consideration even though the
original witnesses were available for questioning:

"If a report of this incident, written either by the B-47 crew or
by Wing Intelligence personnel, was submitted in 19S7, it apparently
is no longer in existence. Moving pictures of the radar scope dis
plays and other data said to have been recorded during the incident
apparently never existed. Evaluation of the experience must, there
fore, rest entirely on the recollection of crew members ten years
after the event. These descriptions are not adequate to allow
identification of the phenomenon encountered." (89.)

Most surprising is the statement by Dr. Edward Condon, project director and
a UFO skeptic. Wrote Condon: "If the report is accurate, it describes an un
usual, intriguing and puzzling phenomenon which, in the absence of additional
information, must be listed as unidentified." (90.)

It looked better for the RB-47 case after a non-Condon project investigator
Dr. James McDonald, located the relevant official file in BLUE BOOK records

Eventually professional skeptic Phil Klass came along and "explained" the
case in a book of his, even obtaining an "endorsement" from Major Lewis D
Chase who was the pilot of the RB-47.* (91.) Case closed?

f™^r*wrviand.Dr'1J; Mlen Hynek teamed up to study Klass's analysis. They
found that Klass's claims were based on improbable escalating coincidences and

^l^HT1031 data nOt even suPP°rted by scientific ft Kl
p cating coincidences and

w^l^-HT1031 data' nOt even suPP°rted by scientific fact, Klass
was also guilty of making assumptions to tidy up his version of events For
example, Klass suggested the RB-47 crew suffered impared judgement because they
were excited. Major Chase denied his crew was shaken by the experience in-
sisting his people were very well trained airmen who had clamly endured harass-
by Russian fighters.

Another example was Klass attributing the pilot's actions in breaking off

VUTSXtX\l° tl0SS °f ^e™5* when the "FO ^ question (the star Rigel accord
ing to Mr. Klass) became too faint in the light of dawn. Otherwise Klass
assumed, the RB-47 pilot would have landed, refueld, and taken to the air

For an explanation of Klass-type "explanations," see:Fire in the Sky by
Travis Walton, Marlowe § Company, New York, 1996. pp72F5-17o~
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again in order to continue his pursuit of the UFO. Major Chase scoffed
at such an idea. The RB-47 pilot told Dr. Hynek you just don't do such a
thing when you are flying a SAC bomber on an assigned mission. As it was,
he had already risked censure by his superiors for deviating from his
flight plan. As for Major Chase's "endorsement" of Klass's view of the
incident, the SAC officer made it clear he was only impressed by some
of Klass's technical comments about the electronic equipment used by the
RB-47. As for the rest of Klass's explanations, Major Chase had many re
servations .

In summation, Major Chase told Dr. Hynek:

"...the visual and ground contact has not been explained to my
satisfaction. To do so, I have to admit to myself that after
years of flying, most probably at nighta(SAC), I suddenly went
to seeing things, and my copilot happened to go the same way at

the same time. This I find difficult to accept." (92.)

17 July. Katoomba, Australia. (8:30 p.m.)

"Just look out your window."

The sighting of John Hickey on Tuesday, the 16th, was big news in the
Australian town of Katoomba. At 8:30 p.m. the following evening Radio
Station 2KA Katoomba, the voice of the Blue Mountains, announced the air
ing at 9:00 p.m. of a program giving all the details currently available.
Immediately the phone rang at the studio. A woman was on the line saying
she could confirm Mr. Hickey's report, and, by the way, the same visitor
was overhead at that very moment! This is what happened next:

"...2KA faded out the music and flashed over the air that an ob
ject was flying overhead in North Katoomba. All listeners were
invited to look out of their windows and doors. From then on
the 'show' was on the house.

"The radio station's phone was busy receiving listener's re
ports. This unique radio broadcast, probably the only one of
its kind in the world, enabled everyone in the Blue Mountains
who bothered to look, to verify the announcer's words." (93.)

17 July. Katoomba, Australia. (9:10 p.m.)

The most interesting sighting the night of the 17th, however, was not
made by a radio listener. As before, the UFO attracted attention to itself
by making noise. The sound was not described by a Mr.T Body who was inside
his house at the time talking on the phone, but the sound must have been
loud and strange to prompt the man to end his conversation and rush out
doors to determine the cause. Once out in his front yard, Mr. Body glanced
around and was shocked to see :in object hovering overhead. Greatly ex
cited, Mr. Body yelled for his wife and two children to come outside and
witness the spectacle. Once the family gathered in the yard to watch the
object began to move in circles above the house. There was a lot of light

IXV l.^i af^ared Oval *" shape- Flashing red, green and white color
ed lights, the UFO was quite bright, or as Mr. Body put it: "...about 400
°lSj° tijneS the brilliance of an ordinary star." (94.) One of Mr. Body's
children, Pat, a 19-year-old science student, insisted the object was- "
saucer-shaped and had three lights flashing on and off in a triangular pat-
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Finally, the UFO moved off, disappearing in the direction of Megalong

Valley.

40 phone calls.

According to the next day edition of the Sydney Morning Herald something

must have been roaming about in the sky the night before since radio sta

tion 2KA received at least 40 phonecalls from Katoomba residents reporting

a strange luminous body in the heavens. (96.)

An assistant astronomer at Sydney Observatory, a Mr. W. Robertson, ex

pressed doubt people were seeing an aurora even though such sky displays
were common in July. He remarked: "There must be something at Katoomba. I

don't think all those people could have had hallucinations." (97.)

18 July. Various locations. Australia.

Third consecutive evening.

No doubt aided by press coverage, saucer excitement swept a large part

of Australia on the 18th. Up to 400 people were said to have seen strange

lights in the sky. One of the best reports came from a group of six people

in Sydney's Hornsby district at 5:45 p.m. According to these people a

glowing red and green object was spotted hovering near the Pennant Hills

radio tower for 5 minutes. When the object moved away, a very bright yellow
exhaust, that turned a brilliant white, was observed. One of the six wit

nesses, A.G. Fair, a veteran of the Royal Australian Air Force, said the

thing wasn't an airplane. (98.)

18 July. NICAP gets its answer from the Secretary's office.

Back on July 10th NICAP offered Air Force Secretary James H. Douglas an

"8 point plan of cooperation." On July 18th NICAP found it could not escape

the PIO people in Washington since the Secretary's office kicked the "plan"
back to subordinates in the PIO section. In a letter dated the 18th, Major
Robert H. Spence, Deputy Chief, Operations Branch, Public Information Di
vision, wrote: "We must decline your offer to review and publish Air Force

reports on this subject since this has been adequately covered in the Blue
Book." (99.) The "Blue Book" was Special Report #14 which even former Air

Force UFO Chief E.J. Ruppelt called worthless. That an "updated release"
would be any better is doubtfull, especially since the Air Force was more
worried about the preface than the body of the report.

Keyhoe-led NICAP was not about to give up. The Washington D.C. UFO
group merely approached Air Force Chief of Staff, General White, instead of

Secretary Douglas. (100.) This meant another wait for a response.

21 July. "I Got A Secret."

NICAP received another big boost when CBS television approached Keyhoe
for help in producing a prime-time network show. It seems Garry Moore's "I

Got A Secret" wanted guests that knew something about the UFO mystery.
Keyhoe made a deal with CBS. In exchange for helping the network, CBS would

help promote NICAP. You can't beat exposure like that. (101.) With the

odds against them and with practically no money, Keyhoe-led NICAP still man
aged to present an impressive image to the world.

For Keyhoe, the most memorable moment took place backstage when he ran

into E.J. Ruppelt who had flown in from the West Coast. Keyhoe tells us:
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"Ruppelt told me some AF officers were angry about his book [The
Report on Unidentified Flying Objects], especially his disclosure
of the censorship and the secret intelligence conclusion [The 1948
"Estimate of the Situation."] that the UFOs were interplanetary.
But he insisted he was not being pressured, though his company had

defense contracts." (102.)

21 July. Kitwe, Northern Rhodesia.

"Uranium refining."

(See dipping to the right) 60 RPM? . jggg

Another AP dispatch adds: "Uranium kitwe, Northern Rhode-
refining operations have recently begun sia-^-Theyre seeing: fly- ■
• it j -ii rim 1 ln& saucers igain, this time
in Rhodesia." (103.) over", fcentrai Africa. They

are discs, having (laming

23 July. NICAP gets some respect. ^^JV^f

fSee Clipping) ■ thl» rejrion claim they have
v vv seen 'em. 7*tt-i7

The Air Force's negative view of
Keyhoe and company.

Jacques Vallee interviewed BLUE BOOK

scientific adviser J. Allen Hynek:

"VALLEE: What happened in the early days of NICAP? NICAP now

[1975] is not very active but in the early days they were. Didn't

they put the Air Force under a lot of pressure?

"HYNEK: Oh, well, my impression of NICAP was completely soured

and prejudiced, perhaps because I never had any direct contact

with them; all I knew about NICAP was through Blue Book and they

were painted to me as a bunch of crackpots; Keyhoe was presented

as a scoundrel and a mountebank, and all I remember was that,

time after time, when Keyhoe seemed to be getting a little as
cendency and calling for congressional investigations, suddenly

there was a big flurry at Blue Book, key congressmen were called

and told not-to pay any attention to him, so there was a real

counter-offensive mounted...and after...I wasn't sharp enough to

see that this was a highly political move. I really thought then

that NICAP was a bunch of nuts." (104.)

23 July. Squire's Corner, Pennsylvania. (5:15 a.m.)

"It made him feel trapped in his car."

The following report was found in BLUE BOOK files evidently taken from

the CSI Bulletin (date and number of issue not given). (See article about

"low"7Tying disc")
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Zffi&aun vise fuxohters earlt sbrniwg

-, Doi^inick Drago, a beauty-shop operator of Bethieher:, Pen.-isylvar.ia,

g northeast on Route 521 in TTarren County, Hew Jersey, en route to

lake (Sussex County) to fish. It was 5=15 a.n., just before s\ir.-

just passed through Squire's Corner, a little village about three

of Blalrstown. To the right of the road about a quarter of a nils

fis' Uhlte Pond. Drago was driving up a slight grade nher. he suddenly saw
_»' greyish oval-ehaped object emerge from above a row of trees on the
side of the road some distance ahead. It moved swiftly to his right

to southeast) in a straight, level path at a 15 degree elevation
;tint11 It passed beyond the right side of the road, when it ascended slij-htly

j and made a sweeping counterclockwise U-turn toward the north and back tonard

the road* Stopping abruptly, it hung motionless in the air to his right, soae-

where between tHS road and White Pond. There it renained as the observer

• drove past, and it was still there when he lost sicht of it.

Its altitude was relatively low—it seemed to Drago to be no more than

a few hundred feet away froa him. It appeared very rnich larges than the full

moont. by actual comparison with coins, it was similar to a quarter held at

arm's length, and tilted toward the observer from a horizontal position* It
was a sharply defined solid bogy, but non-netallic in appearance--- its color

was grey, "like a dull mist-." AConpare with previous report.) Although darker
than the brightening dawn.sky behind it,: the observer was certain that the ob

ject had a slight* calories* luminosity. . The shape was definitely circular; >.

the bottom flat,, or flattishy . and thg-top Bight have been irregular* although '

he was uncertain.of thi»;datall» Hevdla" notisee.any-.(-yliisfadca^.rIm-,vir edge,'.;
as on a coin.. 'Hhew the-ooject. crossed l-ttfr-jroad:,-it: presented.-arfuli: ellipse; ■.);<

while hovering-, the visible ellipse'appeared "narrower-, • and mars-polntedVat the*.
ends, and at this time it was- Inclined at a slight angle to the. horizontal* :- {•;

Mr. Drago had the object in view for at least two "minutes, but-since be-*.' -
was driving, it was not under- uninterupted surveillance. It was- stilX'^abead

of him, and to the right of the road, w|-bu it *cofl-ne-nc--ed hovering-^ but* he*, drove

on past and left it behind as fast as possible, for he was alaroed by its

sudden appearance and peculiar behavior. ("Hathlng ever scared tae before," he
remarked to us, adding that, uncertain as to what it night do next, it made

him feel "trapped11 in his car.) He finally- lost sight of the object when the
car passed under a bank of trees farther along the road. ■

Mr. Drago was interviewed in his home' on Sept. 2nd by Ted Bloecher, Lex
Uebane, Ivan Sanderson and Stefan Santesson; we have Chester Ehrie to thank

for bringing the report to our attention. All the interviewers felt that Mr.

Drago was a thoroughly trustworthy witness and that he gave a straightforward-

and unambroidered account of. -that he had seen* ' _ ... .
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23-24 July. Oakville, Ontario, Canada.

"Star-like" bodies. (See below) (105.) (Also see map on page 69)

23 July. 1957 Oakville, Ontario. Patrons at an Oakville drive-in

theatre sighted three my>icncnis objects flying overhead against the

' sur-siudded sky. Robert Cucrtin and Richard Beresford, both of

I Oakville, were watching the movie when Guertin's eye was attract-
i ed to a light moving across the sky "1 glanced up", he said "and

I saw three light bluish lights flying in a westerly direction". Cuer-

' tin said he called Beresford's attention to them "As we watched,
! they made a lazy turn to the south", he continued. "We told a man

I and hit wife silling in the next car and they saw them also".
! The group watched the objects until they new from sight. Cuer-

lin, a former Air Cadet with ground observer training, estimated

the saucers were flying at 50.000 feet. "It look them about 2 min

utes to cross the sky," he added. He estimated their speed at over

5,000 miles an hour.

I Bcrcsford said he bad read many accounts of flying saucers, "but

Ibis was the first time I have ever seen them. It gives you quite a

] Jolt" ■
I

24 July, 1957. Oakville. Ontario. Oakville police last night were

I flooded with calls from local residents reporting flying saucers in

flight over the town. Police said last night's calls were received

I in number at various limes during the evening reporting objects at

vast altitude. They said the objects were a light, blue-white in col-

' our. and resembling a star. Attention was called to the objects by
a whirring sound. Some reports said only one object was sighted,

others said two and three. This reporter's wife saw two of the ob-

' jects flying westbound over O.ikville about II p.m. She said she

, had been silting in the kitchen when she heard a whirring noise. "I

rushed to the front porch and looking straight up, saw two flying,

one behind the other," she uid...

24 July. Between Las Cruces, New Mexico and El Paso, Texas.

A Mr. Wagner and his entire family observed a speeding object while driving

to El Paso. The thing exhibited tremendous velocity as it shot toward the

Oregon Mountains, going so fast the shape of the object could not be made out.
By the time Mr. Wagner stopped his car to get a good look, the UFO was gone.

The UFO was in sight about ] a minute. Mr. Wagner felt he may have seen one
of those flying saucer things, but in any case, the object wasn't a missile
from White Sands because Mr. Wagner would have been able to tell we assume. He

was the missile flight safety chief for the White Sands Proving Ground. (106.)

24 July. "I don't want to start a scare."

When discussing his UFO sighting with the El Paso Times, Mr. Wagner made
some remark about the number of strange near collisions reported in recent

months involving airliners and unidentified flying bodies. Said Wagner: "I
don't want to start a scare, but 1 would say it is a reasonable position to

take to say that such a craft might have been involved in some accidents."
(107.)
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24 July. Auckland, New Zealand. (10:00 a.m.)

A New Zealand UFO group tells us:

"Mr. John Bryce, 5 Gladstone Road, is firmly convinced he has

sighted a 'UFO." At a little after 10 a.m. he spotted a bright

silvery disc stationary in the sky over Devonport. Mr. Joyce,

a telegram dispatcher, was standing on the corner of Kitchener

and Princess Streets (just above Grand Hotel) when he spotted

the object. The object was very clearly defined and was oval

in shape. Suddenly, as he watched , the object appeared to

speed directly away and ascend rather steeply into the sky and

shortly disappeared. No corroborative reports received." (108.)

25 July. Niagara Falls, New York.

"Probable balloon?"

Witnesses to this sighting were 1st Lt. Robert S. Hopkings of the Fighter

Interceptor Squadron and S/Sgt. Raymond C. Henry of the same organization.

Both were rated as good observers. (See BLUE BOOK file card) (109.)

25 July. North Havre, Montana.

"Followed zig-zag path." (See BLUE BOOK file card) (110.)

25 July. Oregon City, Oregon. (12:35 p.m.)

A flying saucer? According to a press account:

"Tax appraisers Brad Woodward and Carl Pollack sighted a silver

dollar-shaped object at a 45 degree angle to them through a moving

car windshield at 12:35 p.m. The UFO nearly blinded the two men

as it silently but rapidly sped across the sky, disappearing from

view out of the right-hand corner of the windshield. Both wit

nesses agreed that the 'object appeared to be spinning and was

tilted at a slight angle." (111.)

25 July. Huangshi, Peoples Republic of China.

Strange sounds and a UFO.

Chinese-American UFO researcher Paul Dong uncovered this report:

"At 04:00 on 25 July 1957, when Lu Nogzhu and other workers of
the metalworking shop of Xialu Iron and Steel Works, Huangshi

City, were having a rest in the morning at the door of the 2nd

steel rolling workshop, Daye Steel Plant, they suddenly heard a

humming sound in the sky. Then they saw a bright spot in the

star-lit sky in the southwest. It was moving at high speed and

grew bigger as it came nearer, and the humming sound became a

sharp whistling noise when it flew overhead. The flying object

had the shape of a circular plate, rotated rapidly, and emitted

a dazzling white light. It Clew in a huge semi-circle, leaving

a white trail behind it. Then it flew away to the east, di

minished into a tiny white spot, and vanished into the eastern

sky. The sighting lasted 2 to 3 minutes. The altitude of the

object was estimated at 1,000 meters, and the whistling was

louder then a jet plane. The witnesses were terribly scared.

(112.)
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Ik COMMENTS

It

'" :'•■■'•

xne romi m* <■•▼ m ibp *n
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V. OATI

25 JulV 1957 -

OATf-TtltC BROUP

'eat 26/0B30Z

V PHOTO.

t. LINOTH OP OMCRVATION

• four minutes

J. LOCATION

North Havre. Montana
4. TYPE OP OBSERVATION

Straw*VI oral FIX O OraarJ-Ra*ar

O Alp.Vlwal O AloMarcaa* Raiar

l

Civilian

•. HMMBCK O" OSJICTS

one

». COUftU

E to !(

12. CONCLUSIONt

O Wat Sallaa*
O PratraU* Baitaar.
O PotclUr Balloon

O Wat Aircraft
QXPiabaU* Aircraft
O Pa»*lWy Aircraft

O Va* Aiiiamilcal
0 Probably
O PaariUy A lcal

Orlwr

'•«•» Dara far E*al«aha«

0. BRICP tUMMART OB HCNTINa

round bright silver object .the

siic<» of a dime at arm's length. Objec

•iov,?d fm ey%t to north and was seen f

fo«ir minutes. Followed zig sag path.

It CONMtNTS

Description, duration, flight
path, indicate that this sight-

r ing was probably caused by an .
... a/c. • • .{

.11J

• - r

ptwr m •»
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26 July. San Antonio, Texas.

UFOs or aircraft? (See BLUE BOOK file card) (113.)

26 July. Davidson gets "all current information." (See letter)

27 July. English sighting day a washout.

An international Flying Saucer Sighting Day was schelduled for July 27th.

UFO enthusiasts throughout the British Isles tried to do their bit but un

seasonable bad weather ruined the effort. One large group gathered at Box
Hill in Surry under the directorship of Charles Longeroft, head observer of

the "International UFO Observer Corps." The sky was overcast there, as it

was at every other manned vantage point in the country.

28 July. Amarillo, Texas.

"Appeared to be fighting each other."

What may have been the first indication of a dramatic increase of UFO
activity over the American heartland took place on the 28th:

"On Sunday July 28 between midnight and 12:30 a.m. what appeared
to be a star began to move, then a larger bright object came into

view. They were bluish-green in the center and white around the

edges. They appeared to be fighting each other with bright lights

shooting out from the objects. Also, the southwest, about 9 to 13
more bright objects were seen traveling south in formation. The
previous two objects joined the squadron and continued moving

south. The witness stopped watching at 1:05 a.m." (114.)

29 July. Winnipeg, Canada. (Evening)

"Shades of Flash Gordon. The moon people are back."

Further evidence that a southern shift was taking place was word from

Winnipeg. Reporter Julian Hayashi, writing for the Winnipeg Tribune, wrote:

"Shades of Flash Gordon. The moon people are back.
"Mysterious formations of moving lights in the sky were observed

by dozens of south Winnipeg residents late Monday night and the
meterological station here was flooded with calls.

"One Fort Rouge resident said he saw two flights, four objects in

each coming from the north at high altitude and moving rapidly.
"The objects in the first flight, giving off a steady yellow light

passed overhead at about 11:10 p.m.

"However one broke the rules.

"Instead of moving south with the rest of the pack, it reversed

course and headed north in a wide circle turn towards the city. It
then went east and then due south at high speed.

"The Fort Rouge caller said others had seen the objects.
"How many?

"Well his wife and 12 children had also observed them.
"The public weather forecaster in Winnipeg said Monday night that

several people had phoned reporting the presence of four lights
flying in formation.
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7. LENOTM OP OBSERVATION

1 minute

X LOCATION

San Antonio,' Texas

4. TYPE OP OBSERVATION

O Alr-Vlwal

i. SOURCE

Civilian

«. NUMBER OP OBJECTS

six

t. COURSE

S t6 SS

12. CONCLUSIONS

Wo, Bolloon

PraboUy Bolloon
Possibly Balloon

O Wo* Aircraft .
OX Probably Aircraft

O Possibly Aircraft

O Was Astronomical

O Probably Astronomical
O Possibly Astronomical

a
OtW_

Insafficlant Data ior Evaluation
O Uranaw

Ml BRIIP SUMMARY OP SI6NTW* , •,

Six objects round, size of'quarter,

orange lights - 3 in "V" formation,

3 strung out behind. Objects passed

out of sight in one minute.

II. COMMENTS

Extensive flying; in area by TAC.

Case evaluated as a/c.

'■&£
K

'THi -;.',

«ne ram »n o««v nnp tit
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OEPARTMIHr Or 1MB AW FORCE

»■>'•

i you have' received all the current Information
i tha Daparteant of Defense concerning UTOs, .

i4*d analysis of future reports of Unidentified
t iHueova reveals new pertinent lnfomatlon which may be nade
i without rlak to tha nation's security, we will release this
atlon for publication mediately.

^I trust this letter is satisfactory for your needs.

Sincerely,

Hr» Leon Davidson

L Street
t« Plains, Hev York

ABHOH.

Bri^dler General, U8AF

Director of Information Services

' ..W«?jJ
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'To top it off, he said that he too had seen one at about 3,000
feet.

"He was a bit reluctant in saying that this was a jet and said
it gave a steady light. He didn't hear any sounds because of the
airport noise and said one telephone informant had also seen the
object but could hear no sound.

"They could not be weather balloons the forecaster said because
their flight would be governed by the air currents moving inde
pendently and not at uniform rates of speed like jet aircraft.
"The air traffic control tower at Stevenson airfield said Mon

day night there was 'quite a bit1 of jet traffic at 3,000 to
30,000 feet altitudes at the time of the mysterious formations.
These were engaged in routine night training flights and their
lights are turned on to blink or remain steady.

"These aircraft use Winnipeg as a turning point during the night
flights.

"One young woman when asked by the Tribune if she believed in
flying saucers said: "if you saw the strange lights I did its
hard to disbelieve." (115.)

29 July. Cleveland, Ohio.

Flight 841 chases unidentified object. (See message below) (116.)

OF INTELLENCENCE HQ USAF WASHINGTON DC

!SIFXED/INT*7-»4. UFOB REPORT. 1/ ROUND SHAPE, NO ESTIMATE

BE HADE AS TO SIZE OF OBJECT OTHER THAN LARGE, COLOR

[YELLOISH WHITE, ONE OBJECT, NO SOUND, OBJECT EXTREMELY FAST,

OBJECT APPEARED BRILLANT THEM WENT tO DIM AND BACK TO BRILLIANT.

3, OBJECT HOVERED OVER CLEVe£&0> THEN MOVED NORTHWEST FROM

CLEVELAND OHIO, ALTITUDE 2i AN6ELS, IN SICHT 8 MINUTES* 3/

VISUAL SIGHTING FROM AIRCRAFT, CAPITAL AIRLINES FLIGHT 941.

3431Z, 39 JUL 1957, NIGHT. 5/ AIRCRAFT NEAR CLEVELAND OHIO.

CAPITAL AIRLINES PILOT &&&&) CO-PILOT,

P*'fe T»O *JEDW IS

VX CLEAR. 8/ NEC. 9/ NEC, 10, CAPITAL AIRUNES FLIGHT 841 IN AREA,
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PILOTS REPORT OBJECT CAME FROM NOTTH AND PASSED IN FRONT OF AIRCRAFT

ABOUT 40-90 MILES OUT, AIRCRAFT THER CHASED OBJECT BUT IT SPED

AHEAD OF THEM AND DISAPPEARED OVER HORIZON ON A HEADING NORTH WEST

OF AKRON OHIO* BOTH PILOTS »ERE SURE OBJECT WAS NOT A STAR

OR JET* 11. l5t9HMHHMHPHMW' INT OFFICER. 12. MEG.

30/15*02 JUL RJEDBV

30 July. SW of Bakersfield, California. (See BLUE BOOK file card) (117.)

30-July. Santa Maria, California. (See BLUE BOOK file card) (118.)

30 July. Wilmington, Delaware. (See BLUE BOOK file card) (119.)

30 July. Near Rockford, Michigan. (See BLUE BOOK file card) (120.)

30 July. Gait, Canada. (10:30 a.m.)

"Flying saucer lands?"

Fifteen-year-old Jack Stephens of Gait, Canada, was walking with his dog

Tex at 10:30 in the morning of July 30th. Often the boy would ride his

bike by the Paris highway, but on other occasions Jack left his bike at

home and took a shortcut across the fields. Jack and his canine compan

ion were about four miles southwest of Gait walking on the property of

fanner G.S. Knapp. Jack stopped by a tree to catch his breath. (121.)

The young fellow looked out on an expanse of plowed clay loam mixed

with with corn stubble. Beyond that was a bush-bordered grassy plot.

To either side of the grassy area were two large ponds. (See map) (122.)

In the background was a high voltage power line.

Jack wasn't sure what made him tilt his head up, but he spotted a fast

moving point of light in the sky. As the point of light grew in size, the

boy believed he was watching an airplane approach, but within moments he

became aware the shape was wrong, what's more, he heard a queer sound, a

throbbing humm. (123.)

The thing came toward him and then stopped in the air above the little

clearing of grass, a distance of about 300 yards. Once the object was

stationary, Jack could make out some detail. The source of the light was

the rays of the sun reflecting off what appeared to be a metal surface of

a spinning, round machine, a craft perhaps 30 or more feet in diameter and

12 feet high. The thing had a small, chrome-colored dome and a sloping

skirt with vertical lines. Along the bottom edge of the skirt was a row
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J. LOCATION

SW of B.tkors^ield. California
4. TYPE OP OBSERVATrON

Civilian

•. NUMBER OP OBJECTS

three

(jc* objects, round, size of basket-

1, Cplor orange & pink, In trian-f;
ar pattern, obj noved straight up.-

■ *

■M »» CKKT M WP t»

*. coutsc

South
II. COMMENTS

Insufficient

r* '

''s-'-i:-"; . '-''ij"

ii.

o

o

a

n

o
o

a

a

o

a

XX
o

CONCLUSIONS

Wot Balloon

Probably Balloon
Potaibly Balloon

Was Alrcrofl
Prokobly Aircraft
Posclbty Alrerolt

Was Amfiuwoiolcat
"robaoly ActranooMcol

PomtiUy Aatronooicsl

Insufltciant Oaf* lor Evolvotion
Unknown

data for analysis.
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1957
OATS-TIM eitOV^

raiTai rfi:

4. photos' ~~
OTm

7. LENGTH OP OBSERVATION

LOCATION

Santa Maria/ Calif
4. TYPE OP OBSERVATION

a Ai*.vtM«r O Air»rntarcaat Radar

6. SOURCE

Civilian
«. NUMB£« OP OBJECTS ». coume

1st North

than South

12. CONCLUSIONS

O Was B«lloo"

D Prabably Bdlaon
O PatsiUy Ballea«

O Wat Aircraft
PrabaMr Aircraft

O Passibly Aircraft

tr^ft*^ .in i
O Intulllciant Data hr E>

O

%n Aifiuiwmltol

Probably Attranamleal
Pattibly Actwwaiiesl

.nl

10. BRtep summaiit op steMTme

°ix objects, *ound size of basket-

balli color red,.flying in straight

line. Objacts described as 6 balls

of Tire. Fad^d in fog.

IL COMMENTS

Objects 7ere reported sighted ii->i;

or in a fog bank, vest of the

observer. Sunset may possibly

have caused an illusion of "red

balls of fire" within the fog
bank. Conditions conducive to

tairage present.

ATTC raw M> <■«▼ M SBP II)
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LCMeTN OP OBSERVATION

_£ minutes

BRIEF SUMMARY OP SICMTTNO
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2. LOCATION

Wil-ninfrton. Delaware
4. TYPE OF OBSERVATION

B««>ai<i-VI«Ml

O Al».VI«fai

CivlflJlaa

«. nuMHr op objects

one

Round, viewed at an angle that appear

to ba tilted giving object oval shape

Dull silver, size of silver dollar.

Color grow noro intense as it flew

away, appeared to jirow brighter.

■ t

>

• * i

t. COURSE

not eiven

IL COMMS4TS

12.

O

O

o
□

o

ooo
D

CONCLUSIONS

Was Balloon
Probably Balloon
Possibly Balloon

Was Aircraft
Probably Aircraft
possibly Aircraft

Was Astronomical
Probably Astronomical

Possibly Astronomical

n.i—

(JX rxsoNldoM Data r»» E«al»oiio

>d Plight path,

"tion of obje'

not evaluate

mation. *

I

! . ■

f i.

)

i' .
i

1 ■

azimuth or elevn-

t not given. Ca-i-

^ithout this info

atk rem »w o»rr m rap »a>
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7. LeNOTN OP OBSERVATION

ZO minutes

1. LOCATION

2 Mi E of Rockford, Michigan

4. TTPE OP OBSERVATION

XCtCfourxt-Vltual OGrem)-R«l<»

O AirVI aid O Ali-hrtoreoat R

*. SOURCE

Civilian
I. NUMBER tip OBJECTS

thrae ■

t. counse

2. in Test.

1 in NE

12. CONCLUSIONS

O Wo» Botloon

O Probably Balloon
O PotslUr Balloon

O Wo* Aircraft

Q Probably Aircraft
O Possibly Aircraft

O Wo* A»irui>wr4col

O Probably Astronomical
O Possibly Astronomical

O ' tnsvlflciont Dots lor Eralvo'ht

I*. BRieP SUHMART OP SIOHTINO

T^o'ind, «iz9 of walnut, changing coldlh
from rad, ;;reen, yellow leaving smaTl
T'id ©xhnust upon ntove-nent. Remained

'stationary thsn .-.ovoJ in a bobbing

motion-. ' ' '■••

IL COMMENTS

Description indicates aurora

Vorcali3 is observed thrnuph-

out U.S. fro* Au^-ist 26 en.

ASte roaM tn o»«v mw id
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of glowing ports, or what seemed to be port-like opennings. (See drawing
by Jack) (124.) (125.)

The 'Vnachine" dropped slowly toward the ground. Jack could not be sure

the thing actually touched the earth since some tall grass screened his

view. (126.) Just before the craft set down, Jack saw a "red glow" come

out from the bottom. (127.) No door was visible. (128.) At no time did
any "beings" appear, which was fine with Jack because he was so frightened

he couldn't move a muscle. He stayed rooted to the spot for about 45 min

utes. (129.) His dog Tex sensed something was wrong and barked, whined,
and growled. (130.) Eventually the craft rose in the air, not straight

up, but at a 45 degree angle. After clearing the power line, the object

was surrounded by a bright orange aura which seemed to rotate around the

craft. Shrouded in the colorful luminosity, the UFO zoomed away to the

west. (131.)

Once the craft had left, Jack rushed home but he was so shook up he

said nothing. (132.)

31 July. Gait. The day after.

The following day Jack lost most of his fear: "I got to wondering about
the saucer. My eyes are as good as anybody's. I wanted to make sure I
wasn't seeing things." (133.) Jack returned to the scene with a friend,
a Harold Milroy. (134.) We have no details on this visit. That may, or

may not be important. There would be more visits in the days to come.

The Gait story, surprisingly, was just beginning.

31 July. The Air Defense Command cuts back.

On the last day of the month BLUE BOOK chief Captain Gregory was called
to the phone. The Air Defense Command was on the line and they had some bad
news. This requires some explanation.

The fact that a special military unit, the 4602nd Air Intelligence Service
Squadron (AISS), was enrolled to investigate UFO reports suggested to some
that the move had something to do with crashed discs. Official records, or
at least declassified ones, do not indicate this.

According to available documents from the ADC's 4602nd unit history file,
the unit was made up of a number of quick reaction teams stationed at stra-'
tegic locations in the U.S. to enable them to rush to the site of any downed
enemy aircraft. The teams were to examine wreckage, recover documents for
analysis, and interrogate captive airmen. The training given members of the
4602nd involved knowledge of the military capabilities of the Soviet Union
and its satellites. Nothing in the declassified records indicate any train
ing for an encounter with alien artifacts and cultures. No scientists were
assigned to the teams nor was there any indication allowances were made for
special advisors.

Records do show a great concern about a possible Soviet air assault on
North America. Apparently air defense concerns (As discussed during the
January 1953 CIA UFO panel) prompted the Air Defense Command to: "...keep
current and maintain records on ATIC [BLUE BOOK] evaluations as well as to
undertake a preliminary ADC evaluation." (135.) This effort was launched
in mid-1952. (136.) There is no mention in the ADC/4602nd records of the sig
nificance of that time period but it was in the middle of the huge summer UFO
wave when ADC's detection and interception system was overwhelmed.
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GIANT PRINTS PRESSED INTO EARTH AT

SCKNE WHERE BOY CLAIMS SAUCER LANDED

?KJ i *<■

Jack Stephens (centre) who layi hcwitched a round silver-covered ohjtct
lmvcr for 40 minutes before landing, sh'ows ■ sketch ot what he saw to rhums

|rrry Pawrlko (left) and D»nay Oliver. H« slid the saucer was about 31 f«tt io
diametei and had ■ turret and portholes.;*

Top: Original sketch by witness. Bottom: A cleaned up version of the

sketch found in a Gray Barker article.

No one seems to have noticed that Jack's discription of the UFO bears a

similarity to the flying saucers in Columbia Pictures 1956 film: The

Earth Versus The Flying Saucers.
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Gait - "landing" area.
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ADC assigned its Air Technical Capabilities Division to keep records and
do some evaluations but it wasn't up to the job. The effort proved to be:
"...time consuming and tended to be superficial in its significance." (137.)
It was then suggested some kind of partnership with BLUE BOOK could be

mutually beneficial, so on December 4, 1953, the ADC arranged for the 4602nd
to do preliminary UFO investigations for BLUE BOOK:

'The proposed realignment of functions relating to UFOBs is to
relieve ATIC of the burden for preliminary screening out of the
great bulk of reports which are either too fragmentary to be evalu
ated or are explainable by known activities or phenomena. ATIC
will necessarily continue to be concerned with the technical and

scientific analysis of those reports which defy explanation by
known facts." (138.)

Even though the 4602nd made no final evaluations, BLUE BOOK provided some
guidance on the cause of UFO reports, blasting the ET hypothesis by blaming
such an idea on a "Buck Rogers Trama" and/or "Cold War tensions." (139.)

Even BLUE BOOK'S view of UFO history was curious and apparently tailored
for the 4602nd:

"The first recorded instance of genuine UFOBs occurred in 1948
with the appearance of the 'Flying Saucer' in different parts of
the world, including the Soviet Union and its satellites." (140.)

This statement raises a number of questions. What exactly did BLUE BOOK
mean by a "genuine" UFO? Why did BLUE BOOK ignore the huge flying saucer
flap of 1947? Why did BLUE BOOK so readily admit the UFO phenomenon was
world-wide when publicly it was so reluctant to do so? To carry the last
question further, wasn't it odd to say foreigners were making UFO reports
when a great many witnesses outside the U.S. did not have the slightest idea
who "Buck Rogers" was, or give a hoot who was winning the struggle between
Capitalism and Communism? And in regards to UFO reports in the Soviet Union
and its satellites in 1948, there are very few in BLUE BOOK files (and pri
vate collections of UFO data) and just how the U.S. military could propertly
investigate such stories originating from behind the Iron Curtain so they
could determine them "genuine" is hard to imagine since they were not doing
such a hot job with domestic cases. The aformentioned BLUE BOOK UFO history
statement was authored in 1955 which meant they had plenty of experience and
information available to form a judgement.

The phone call.

The previously mentioned phone call on July 31, 1957, from the Air De
fence Command to Captain Gregory informed the BLUE BOOK chief the 4602nd
had to cut back on its contributions to UFO investigations because of the
lack of funding (Advances in technology must have played a role since long
range missiles tipped with nuclear warheads had now all but replaced the
manned bomber as a strategic weapon). (141.)

Back on July 1, 1957, Headquarters USAF, Washington D.C. had sent a mess
age to ZI all Commands that recognized the: "...economy of utilizing person
nel nearest site of observation to perform preliminary investigation...[and
that they should coordinate any requirements for technical follow-up with
ATIC." (142.)

A memo routing slip found in BLUE BOOK files tells of Captain Gregory's
disappointment:
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